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The early Middle Cambrian edrioasteroids Stromatocystites reduncus sp. nov. and Edrio-

discusprimoticus (Henderson & Shergold), and the median Upper Cambrian edrioasteroids

Chatsworthia spinosa gen. et sp. nov ., Hadrodiscusparma gen. et sp. nov. and Camhroblas-
tits enubilatus gen. et sp. nov. are described. C. enubilatus is a primitive edrioblastoid

linking edrioblastoids to the cyathocystinid Edrioasteroidea. Chatsworthia and Hadrodis-
cus are primitive isorophid edrioasteroids probably retaining biserial ambulacra! flooring

plates. The primitive starfish Archegonaster, from the Llanvirn of Czechoslovakia is

redescribed. It is shown to be sufficiently generalised in its morphology to belong to the

common stem lineage of both asteroids and ophiuroids. The most probable ancestry of
Archegonaster is traced to Cambrian edrioasteroids with Edriodiscus as its closest relative.

The origin and homologies of the ophiuroid jaw are clarified on the basis ofArchegonaster
mouth elements and it is argued that mouth angle plates are homologues of first ambulacral
ossicles and the torus and its mouth spines are homologues ofthe first adambulacral ossicles

and its spines.

Edrioasteroid phylogeny is analysed using numerical cladistic methodology and an evolu-

tionary tree constructed from stratigraphical occurrence data. Edrioasteroids diversified in

paleoecological terms from being unattached low-level epibenthic suspension feeders to

fill a number of different niches during the Cambrian and Early Ordovician. Different

groups became semi-infaunal, vagile, semi-permanently attached or permanently cemented
to a hard substratum, while one line even became convergent with crinoids by evolving a

stem. The fauna described here suggests that edrioasteroids continued to diversify through

the Upper Cambrian and that their rarity at this time interval is due to preservational factors.
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Echinoderms have a good fossil record that Cambrian fauna, have not been discovered. Two
extends back to the Lower Cambrian and possib- factors greatly aggravate this problem; the ap-

ly even into the Precambrian (Gehling, 1988). parent absence of a good Upper Cambrian record

Much attention has been focused recently on the for echinoderms and the strong geographical bias

early evolutionary history of this group (Termier in the known early fossil record.

& Termier, 1969: Ubaghs, 1975; Paul, 1977, The dearth of identifiable Upper Cambrian
1979. 1988; Sprinkle, 1976,1980a, 1981; Paul& fossil echinoderms was first pointed out by
Smith, 1984; Smith. 1984, 1986. 1988a; Sprinkle (1976) who noted that, although disar-

Campbell & Marshall, 1987). This has greatly ticulated elements of echinoderms were not un-

improved our understanding of the morphology common in Upper Cambrian limestones of
of early, primitive echinoderms but substantial western U.S.A.. whole animals were extremely

gaps remain in our understanding of both rare. Sprinkle (1980a, 1981) and Campbell &
phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary pat- Marshall (1987) argued that this low diversity is

terns as echinoderms diversified. In particular genuine and that echinoderms underwent a two
the origins of certain post-Cambrian lineages phase diversification, as postulated for marine
remains problematic because suitable inter- invertebrates in general (Sepkoski, 1979). Smith
mediates, linking the derived forms to known (1988a), however, interpreted the Upper
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Cambrian as a period of preservation failure be-

cause although many Ordovician lines could be

traced back to Middle Cambrian antecedents,

few had described representatives from the

Upper Cambrian. Of 80 species known from the

Cambrian, only 12 (15%) are Upper Cambrian
and of these, only 7 have formally been
described. Similarly, of 40 named Cambrian
genera only 7 (17.5%) come from the Upper
Cambrian. Upper Cambrian echinoderms are

thus considerably under represented.

A second problem that is rarely considered is

the strong geographical bias of the fossil record

towards North America and western Europe. For

Cambrian echinoderms 46 species occur in

North America. 26 in Europe, 7 are Australian

and one each is known from the U.S.S.R. and
North Africa. Thus, excluding one species com-
mon to both areas, 7 1 out of 80 (87.5%) species

come from Europe and North America and only

9 (12.5%) from elsewhere in the world. This

disparity must surely reflect the considerably

greater amount of research effort that has been

spent investigating Cambrian outcrops in

western Europe and North America. Thus, al-

though we may now have a fairly good idea of

echinoderm diversity in the Cambrian of Europe
and North America, there is great scope for new
discoveries in suitable Cambrian sequences else-

where in the world.

Because Cambrian faunas outside Europe and
North America are less well studied and because

one of the few Upper Cambrian echinoderm-

bearing beds is in Queensland, Australia, we felt

that a search for echinoderms in the Cambrian of

western Queensland might be highly rewarding.

This paper is a direct result of a two-week field

collecting trip and describes the edrioasteroid

species that were discovered. A new carpoid

from the Upper Cambrian of Queensland will

described elsewhere (Smith & Jell in prep.). In

addition we give a description of the primitive

asteroid/ophiuroid antecedent Archegonaster

pentagonus Spencer, 1951 from the Lower Or-

dovician of Czechoslovakia, as this has bearing

on the phylogenetic diversification of Cambrian
edrioasteroids.

The first Australian Cambrian echinoderms
described were Cymbionites craticula

Whitehouse, 1941 and Peridionites navicula

Whitehouse, 1941 from the early Middle
Cambrian Thorntonia Limestone, north of
Mount Isa, western Queensland. These were sub-

sequently considered (Smith, 1982) to be the

basal circlet of two different eocrinoids and our

collecting at the type locality in May 1989 con-

firms this view. In 1971 Henderson and Shergold

described Cyciocystoides primotica from the

early Middle Cambrian Beetle Creek Formation,

associated with Redlichia spp. This species is not

a cyclocystoid (Jell et aL* 1985; Smith. 1986;

Smith & Paul, 1982) and has been reassigned to

the Edrioasteroidea and placed in its own genus

Edriodiscus: it is elaborated upon below. Flem-

ing (1977) showed the great abundance of dis-

sociated echinoderm plates in the Lady Annie

and Duchess phosphate deposits in the early

Middle Cambrian Beetle Creek Formation, but

made no taxonomic identifications. This
material, collected from the vicinity of BMR
locality D640 (Fig. 1), contains abundant, well-

preserved disarticulated plates of edrioasteroids

and is currently under investigation. Most of our

knowledge of Australian Cambrian echinoderms
derived from the work of Jell et al. (1985) who
described Cambraster tastudorum and
Ctenocystis jagoi from the medial Middle
Cambrian part of the Cateena Group in northern

Tasmania, isolated plates of Cambraster and

probably Gogia from the early Middle Cambrian
Coonigan Formation in western New South

Wales, ?Stromatocystites sp. (=S. reduncus sp.

nov. below) from the type locality of E.

primotica, and the eocrinoid Ridersia watsonae
and an unnamed isorophid (-Chatsworthia

spinosa gen. et sp. nov. below) from the medial

Late Cambrian Chatsworth Limestone near

Chatsworth Homestead, 100 km north of Boulia,

western Queensland. Thus the five taxa

described below represent half of the known
Cambrian echinoderm fauna of Australia.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF LOCALITIES

The Cambrian fauna described here comes
from the eastern portion of the Georgina Basin

in western Queensland (Fig. 1 ). Sedimentation in

this epicontinental basin occurred from the late

Precambrian to the Devonian, although not con-

tinuously in any one area. Although the entire

basin has been mapped geologically at a

1 : 1 25,000 scale, more detailed mapping has been
confined to a few areas within the basin, mostly

areas that were prospected for phosphate
deposits in the 1960s and 1970s. The Burke

River structural belt in the southeast has received

considerable attention and the biostratigraphy of

the echinoderm bearing Upper Cambrian
Chatsworth Limestone in the area south of Lily

Creek (Fig. 1) has been studied in great detail by
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KlG. I. Locality map. A, showing extern of Cambrian outcrop in the Georgina Basin (diagonally lined), main

roads, ami centres of population in Tar western Queensland {redrawn from Smith. 1972). B, Comford Bore

area on Yaringa Creek (ftprn Henderson & Shergold, 1971 ). C, Chatsworth area (from Shergold, I9K2. scale-

same as in B). D. Mount Murray area (from Jones & McKen/ie. 1980*, Triangles = water bores; stars = fossil

localities mentioned in Ihc text.

Shergold (1982), He recorded pclmato/oan

debris from a number of horizons and. at his

locality K2U4, the cocrinoid aff. Macrocystella

sp. That fossil was later described as Ridcrsia

watsonae by Jell ct <//., (1985), together with two
specimens of an indeterminate isorophid

edrioasteroid. Further collecting by the authors

at that locality has yielded many more specimens

of Ridcrsia Wdtsonue, the edrioasleroids

Clutts\\<>nliiu spinasa and Hadrodist its parma
and the edrioblastoid CambroblasiUS enuhilatus.

Shergold (1982) described the Chatsworth
Limestone in its type section, south of Lily

Creek, as "dominant!) sandy or silty pelletal

skeletal grainslone and packstone, with subor-

dinate wackestone and clast grainstone: the en

vironment of deposition was high energy,
shallow' subtidal. inlertidal and possibly aeolian;
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oral cover plate steel

v
?hydropore

?gonopore

!*in. 3. SttfamatapyStites redutuus gp. nov.: camera lucida drawing of plating in ihe oral region ofthe holotypr

f = flouring plate; ambulacra numbered I-V.

cross-lamination and ripple marks are common;
trilobitcs and eehinoderms are predominantly

dissociated and fractured skeletal parts are not

uncommon; current winnowing and alignment of

organisms widespread." Horizon K204 refers to

a 4 m thick unit of thin-bedded limestone which
is a pelletat grainslonc containing rare Otiids

(Shergold. 1982, p. 9?). Cross lamination occurs

throughout this unit and shallow bin large-scale

channeling results in individual beds having

limited lateral extent. Current alignment of fos-

sils is often evident and we discovered a shallow

channel infill, about 2 m by I m, wirh about 100

adult specimens of Ritlcr.sia wuhonac lying in

parallel alignment.Obvious hardground surfaces

are absent. In addition to the eehinoderms listed

above, the fauna includes the trilobites heria
/YcTtv/.v/v, Connu^fH'.sri{\ sp.. Peichiaskatlia

secunda, Prochuangto glabella. Pfyudagiwsttts

parvus and Wuhttia \ile\- inarticulate and articu-

late brachiopods. monoplacophorans.
gastropods, sponges and an undescribed cothur-

noevstid. Shergold (.1982) placed this horizon

within his Pciciiiashama secundafPtvehuung
glabella Assemblage Zone at the top of ihe

Idamean Stage, which he correlated internation-

ally with the middle Franconian of North

America.

The second locality from which we describe

Cambrian eehinoderms lies to ihe west of Mounl
Isa. At BMR locality QP243 (Fig. I) on a low
rise some 500 m south of Yaringa Creek at the

bore some 3 km west of Cornford Bore situated

on ihe north of Ardmore Station. 45 km west-

southwest oi Mount lsa (2{f 49.5' S, 139" 03.5

E) Henderson & Shergold (1971 ) discovered a

single specimen with two individuals of

EdrivdiSCUi prifnoticus. Here, laminated chert

with silicified coquinite. algal chert and siltstone

form the lower pan oi' the Beetle Creek Forma-
tion, resting unconformably on Precambnan
quartzhes. Accompanying these rare

eehinoderms are abundant exoskeletal fragments

of the trilobite RcJlichki. Opik (1970) described

from this horizon at the nearby M262 (Fig. 1 )thc

species Redlichia versahmda, R. vertumnia and

Flo. 2. Stromaituxsritcs redtituus sp. nov., early Middle Cambrian from QP243 near Cornford Bore. A-C,

QMFI79144Kvluiypc. A.oral area. \7 (see Fi^
t-03523, paratype, detail of oral surface with ambulacrum, margin of Jim ai bottom "* 3, Oral plating has been

lOM from ihe central band to reveal the inlcrn.il surfaceof aboral plates. E,QMFl7920a. p:iratype, detail of oral

surface showing intfnttiffrtllacral pfatiftg and. on the right hand margin, ambulacra! flooring and cover plates.

i tee Fig. 4B). All latex casts whitened twrii ammonium chloride sublimate.
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H. mayalis, and all three described morphologies
are recognizable amongst our collection from

QP243. Opik dated the horizon as iate Ordian.

immediately older than his Rccllichia chinensis

Zone, and early Middle Cambrian.
A further specimen of Ednodiscus prima tens

was collected and described by Jell el at. ( 19X5

)

from this locality and on the same slab there was
also a fragment of a Stromatocystitcs sp. We
recollected from this locality and extended our
search some 400-800 m further south along the

ridge with QP243 at its northern end. This

resulted in the discovery of an additional 35
specimens of the Stromatocxstites and 5

specimens of Edriodiscus primoticus, described

below. They occur in distinct layers associated

with much disarticulated trilobite material.

REPOSITORIES OF MATERIAL

The material described below is housed in the

following institutions: British Museum (Natural

History), London |BMNH|; Commonwealth
Palaeontological Collection. Bureau of Mineral

Resources. Canberra [CPC]; Narodru Museum.
Prague [NMJ; Museum of Victoria, Melbourne
|NMVP|: Queensland Museum [QMFj

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

ClassEDRIOASTEROIDEA Billings, 1.S5S

Stromatocyslites Pompeekj, l%96

Type Species

StrOmatocys files petttangutaris Pom pec kj

1896; Middle Cambrian of Czechoslovakia and
late Lower Cambrian of Newfoundland.

Diagnosis

Edrioasteroids with fully plated ahoral surface

approximately as large as ihc oral surface. Un-
differentiated oral mouth frame and cover plate

series; biseria] flooring plates and mulliserial

cover plate series. Interumbulaera with well

developed epispires. No differentiated
peripheral rim plates. Interior of ahoral surface

with a series of divaricating ribs radiating frpnl

ritral platform o\ larger plates.

Other Spi 1

1

S. wakaui Schuchert, 1919 (late Lower
Cambrian of Newfoundland). $. redunrus sp.

now (early Middle Cambrian of Australia;

Remarks

Srromait><YMites\^ the oldest and most primi-

tive edrioastcroid known and is a possible an-

tecedent to all later edrioastcroid groups. The
absence of differentiated peripheral rim plates

separates Stntmufocysiites from most other
edrioasteroids and appears to be primitive for the

class, as is the presence of epispires in interum-

bulaera and (he completely plated aboraJ surface.

Although both previously known species have

Straight ambulacra, the new species described

below has curved ambulacra. This is also Ihe

condition seen in the even more primitive Lower
Cambrian Cumptostronut (Paul & Smith. 1984).

although the direction of curvature is not the

same.

Stromatocvstites reduncus sp. nov.

Rgs 2-9

}Sr?omatoevstite$ sp r Jell. Biuret! &. Banks* L985,

p.192. tVA-f.s.

Etymoloco

From Latin reduncus curved back, in refer-

ence to the shape of the ambulacra.

Material
Holoivpe QMF 1 79 1 4 part & counterpart; paratvpes,

QMFI7915-25, 17938, 17944. BMNH E63519-22.

B63525. Other material QMF 17926-37, 17939-43.

17944, BMNH E63523. 63524, NVJVPI0747K.

\GJ \i-.D Oct U RREI*
!

From chert beds of the Yelvertoft Member,
Beetle Creek Formation, early Middle
Cambrian, evposedon the northern Hank of a low
rjse 400-800 m south of the bore at Yaringa
Creek. 50 kin west-southwest of Mount Lsa.

Western Queensland <GR 980905 l

Diagnoses

A Stn>mato(-ystiic± with distallv recurved am-
bulacra; ambulacra I and V curving clockwise
ambulacra 1L 111 and IV anticlockwise.

Description

Specimens reach 53 mm in diameter and are

rounded pentagonal in outline {Fig. 2B.C). The
lower (abend) surface is flat or slightly concave
while the oral surface is moderately convex.

Both surfaces are fully plaied and there is no
sharp demarcation separating oral from ahoral

surface or any distinct peripheral rim plating.
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Ambulacra are long and slender, forming

sharp, well-defined ridges ovec the oral surface

Lnd meeting centrally in a 2:1:2 arrangement
fFigS 2A. 3 1. They are straight proxirnally but

close to tiie edge of the oral surface they curve
sharply so that the tips of the ambulacra come to

face centrally (Figs 2B. 5CD). Ambulacra 1 and
V curve clockwise and ambulacra 11, III and IV
curve anticlockwise. The recurved portion is

about 1/3 of the radius in larger specimens.

Flooring plates are bisenally arranged (Figs 2-V

3 ). They are rather broad and short and there are

large marginal sutural pores between adjacent

flooring plates thai almost reach the perradial

suture. These pores lead to the interior of the

theca. The outer edge o\~ the flooring plates is

exposed along the adradial margin of the am-
bulacra (Figs 2E. 3. 4A.B) where they appear as

. rrtW of rectangular plates. Flooring plates are

more fully c>
|

\ ards the distal ends of the

ambulacra. Each flooring plate carries a large

primary cover plate which is broader than tall

with a blunt distal point. These cover plates sit

directly on top of the flooring plates. Above the

primary cover plates there is a sheei Of s mailer

seomdarv cover plates without regular arrange-

ment < Figs 2D. 4A,B). These are in two or three

iiregulat rows and ate about 1/3 the si/e of the

primary cover plates or less. Ambulacra! plat.ing

decreases in size towards the ami tips.

In the oral region the ambulacial series is

undifferentiated (Figs 2A, 3). There are no en-

larged Hooting or cover plates and there appear

to be four flooring plates along the posterior

border of the oral area (Figs 2A. 3 k The cover

plate sheets continue across the oral area wilhoui

differentiation. In the flooring plate closest to

ambulacrum V there is a crescentie opening
which might represent the hydropore and a more
ranged opening that miuht be the conopore (Figs

2A.3).
Interarnbuiacral areas are broad and composed

I
if many plates. Towards the centre the plates are

large ( l-l t5 mm diameter) and stellate in outline

with prominent epispires surrounded by a rim

I

I

igs 2A. 3 ). The remainder of the plate surface

has a reticulate ornament but the rim and iflflei

walls o\' the epispires are smooth (Figs 2D,F.

4C). The largest epispires (up to 0.5 mm
diameten are found centrally in each mteram-
bulacrum where they are oval in outline.

Epispires decrease in si/e towards the margin of
the oral surface and are more angular, either

slii -like or. where developed at triple.suture junc-

tions, triangular in outline, lniciambulacral

plates are smooth internally and have nearly

Vertical sutures (Fig, 6A,B).
The periproct is a cone of lath-shaped plates.

some 20-30 in number, situated close to the

margin on the oral surface mid -way between the

two posterior ambulacra (Figs 2B. 5C, 6B).

Epispires reduce in si/e close to the periproct and
are absent from the cone of lath shaped plates

forming the periproct.

There is no differentiated peripheral rim or

marginal frame. At the edge of the theca. inter

ambuiaeral plates become progressively smaller

and rapidly merge into a narrow /one of small
granular ossicles lying subambitally (Figs 5B.

7A,B. 8). This 2-3 mm wide baud usually stands

out as an elevated rim when seen from the aboral

surface, suggesting that there might be some

,

w

Fi<; 4. Strtwit/ioixsntcs trdinn us sp. nov.: camera
lucida drawings of plating- A. QMF179]
holotype; lateral view of ambulacrum V at mid-

length. B, Q vi F 17920a, » ! i»M of ambulacra]
plating. C, QMF17927, two oral imerambulacral

plates in external \ iew.cp- cover plate; fp = flooring

plaie; la p = inierambulacral plate- 1
- primary; 2

= secondary. Scalp bn = l mm.
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Rci & Suomuii'i ystites mhttu us sp. nov. A. QMF17924. paratope , Internal surface of aboral platen towards

the rdargffi of the disc, x7o. B, QMFI7944. paratype. internal surface of oral plating in posterioj intenftl I

luilacrum with lath -Iike plates of the pcriproci evident, x4. Latex casts whitened with ammonium chloride

sublimate.

weak development of peripheral plates internally

forming a more robust frame to die theea.

On the aborfl] surface, inside the marginal zone
r>1 granular plates, the majority o\' the surfacc

COnststs ol a pavement of oval lo sub-polygonal

plates surrounded by rings of small granular os-

sicles (Figs5AJ3. 7A.B, 8). The large plates are

1 .5-2 mm in diameter and become larger towards

the centre. They have a distinctive reticulate

pattern of fine radiating ribbing (Fig. 5B). At the

centre there is a small region o\~ larger plates

lacking interspersed granular plates around their

holders. These are in no particular arrangement

and there is no clear central plate (Figs 5A.

7AJB,E, 8). The interior of the aboral surface is

very distinctive. There is an ouiei /one com-
posed of rather thick stellate plates, resembling

the cpispire-beanng plates o[ the oral surface

. 2D. 6Ah However, the spaces between the

large plates are filled with small, thin platelets

that appear deep down in the depressions. This

ouler /one is best developed interradially.

Towards the centre, plates develop pronounced
sharp keels that run radially and occasionally

branch and merge ( Figs 7C.D,F, 9). This /one of

ribbed plates is extended radially to create a

stellate pattern. Ribbing becomes stronger

towards the centre and ends against an elevated

platform of some 12-15 large polsgonal plates

bounded b\ a low peripheral ridge (figs 7C.D.I .

9). The plates around the a.\^c of this platform

have radiating ridges on theirdisral half, between

2 and 6 major ridges per plate (Fig. 9). These
ridges arc continuous with the radial ribs on the

more distant plates. The outer boundary of inter-

nally ribbed aboral plates corresponds to the

elevated pentagonal area that is seen from the

exterior.

Rl MARKS

The incomplete specimen of Jell et aL ( 1985,

Ggs 7C A\ 8BJ trom this locality could only

tentatively be assigned to StromettQtysfites, Jell

et aL i 1985) noted the internal ridging to aboral

plates which had previously been unrecorded

from any stiomatocystitid. However, we now
know that a similar, but less well-developed,

system of ridges occurs internally in the type

species. Si pentunxiilaris (Fig.10), Re-collecting

from this locality has produced a further 35

specimens and it is now the best known of all

Stromafoc vsiiu's species. It differs from the other

two species of StromatQcystftfS in having disla!

ly curved ambulacra.

The oral area of the holotype is well-preserved

and allows ihe plating of this region to be

described in detail for the first time in

Stromaiocystires. The crescentic opening here

tentatively identified asthe hydropore lies across

a suture between two flooring plates and thus

l i' S. SiromitiniYsttits \tdum us Stp tun A,B. QMF1 7s>lo, pararypc. A. aboral surfaces of two individuals.

\ 1 .4. B. detail of external ornament on aboral plaies. \4. C. BMNH E635 1 9, paratype, oral surface showing

ambulacra 1 and II, and the peripmci. \2. D, QMFI973Sa. paratype, oral surface in external aspect with two
• urved ambulacra and, in Ihe upper half, (he interior of the aboral surface. x2. Latex casts whiiened with

ammonium chloride sublimate.
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ambulacrum

marginal zone
of granular
plating

plates of

central
disc

2 mm

Fig. 8. Stromatocystitesreduncus sp. nov., QMF 1 7925, paratype, camera lucida drawing ofplating on the exterior

aboral surface.

Fig. 7. Stromatocystites reduncus sp. nov. A, BMNH E63522. paratype, aboral surface, exterior, x2. B,

QMF 17925, paratype, aboral surface, external, x 1 .8 (see also Fig. 8). C, QMF1 791 7a. paratype, aboral surface,

interior, x2.3. D, BMNH E63521, paratype, aboral surface, interior, xl.7. E, QMF 179 19a, paratype, aboral

surface, exterior, showing the central zone of larger plates towards the top, x3. F, QMF17915, paratype, aboral

surface, interior, central part only, x4 (see also Fig. 9). Latex casts whitened with ammonium chloride sublimate.
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central platform

outer
stellate
plates

plates

ribbed

plates

l-K ;, •) SfrotHtifocysrlres vc4p*m$§ sp- tiov., QMFI 7915, paratope, camera lucicta drau tng of plating in internal

,

i

i

. i o! the aboral surface (.see also Fig, 7Fl am = ambulacrum i»= jntu'tambulauuiu.

resembles ihe arrangement irt Totighbus (.see

Bell & Sprinkle. l
u7S) and edrioastends. The

central p;irt of the oral area was roofed over by

whfll appears to have been a coniinuous criVOT

plate sheet ami it seem:-, probable that the mouth
was permanent!) covered in S, teduftius. An
unusual feature of the oral area is the set of four

small oval holes in ihe eover plate sheet of the

posterior interray

1 lu- aboral system o! internal ridges

radial!) arranged around a central platform

of plates js particularly ifttrigufrtg from a

functional point of view. A similai arrange-
i! hi is seen in Toti$tohn\, although its en-

tire aboral surfa< i is reduced -
i mull disc

and the ridges occupy virtually the entire OUICI

part. In StrrJrftatoCyStlWS the exterior of the

aboral surface usually shows u central stel-

late rfegion thai is elevated above the more
peripheral intcrradial /ones and the outline

o\ this elevated region corresponds to the

outer border of the internally i ibbed region.

The mvaginated appeuianee df interradial

zones on the aboral surface and the radial

arrangement of the surrounding ridges

gests that this structure might be developed

for adhesion. The disc QfT0Ti$!ohus undoub-
tedly had to have had some form of aboral

adhesive disc since its globose shape would
have made it very unstable otherwise. Thus
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B

So.

Fig. 1 0. Stromatocystitespentangularis Pompeckj, New York State Museum E J 673, from the Middle Cambrian
of Ginetz, Czechoslovakia. A, aboral surface, exterior, showing the central zone of large polygonal plates, x3.

B, aboral surface, interior, of a second specimen showing the central platform surrounded by a stellate zone
of ribbed plates. x3. Latex casts whitened with ammonium chloride sublimate.

it seems reasonable to interpret the aboral inter-

nal structures in Stromatocystites as part of an

adhesive disc. We suspect that the ridges mark
the site of attachment for radial muscles and that

these muscles were employed to elevate the

central part of the disc to create a suction pad.

The distal attachment point for the muscles is.

however, weakly developed in Stromatocys-
tites, although in Totiglobus there are stout

peripheral rim plates to which muscles could attach.

Possibly a marginal frame ofperipheral rim plates arose

to provide rigidity and to secure anchorage forthe radial

aboral muscles, and is connected with the evolu-

tion of stronger adhesion in edrioasleroids.
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peripheral skirt periproct

Fig. 12. Edriodiscus primoticas (Henderson & Shergold), QMFI7856, camera lucida drawing of plating in a

juvenile. A, aboral surface. B, oral surface, (see also Fig. 1 1CD).

Edriodiscus Jell, Burrett & Banks, 1985

Type Species

Cyclocystoides primotica Henderson & Shergold,

1971, by original designation.

Age and Distribution

Early Middle Cambrian of Queensland.

Diagnosis

Disc-like edrioasteroids with a ring of more
than 40 marginal ossicles which are an integral

part of both oral and aboral plated surfaces. Am-
bulacra extending over the marginal ossicles

onto the peripheral rim.

Remarks

This genus resembles Cambraster in having a

well-developed marginal ring and ambulacra
that extend onto and over this ring. Unlike
Cambraster, however, it has a great many more
marginal ossicles in the ring and these are tesse-

lated into the aboral plated surface. In

Cambraster marginal ossicles overlie the aboral

plated surface and are not visible from beneath.

Furthermore, the flooring plates of Edriodiscus

are imperforate and the oral area resembles that

of Stromatocystites more than Cambraster. In

particular we have seen no evidence of there

being a mouth frame of five large interradially

positioned ambulacrals, which always appears

prominently in Cambraster (Smith, 1986).

Jell et al. (1985) had only a single incomplete

oral surface when establishing this genus. Fur-

ther collecting has produced an additional five

specimens, two of which show oral surfaces.

Edriodiscus primoticus (Henderson &
Shergold, 1971)

Figs 11-14

Cyclocystoides primotica Henderson & Shergold,
'

1971, p. 706, pi. 138, figs 1-3.

Fig. 11. Edriodiscus primoticus (Henderson & Shergold), early Middle Cambrian from QP243 near Cornford
Bore. A.B, QMFl7855a. A, general view of oral surface. x5. Note that much of the oral interambulacral plating

has been lost to reveal the internal surface of aboral plates (see Fig. 13). B. enlargement of one ambulacrum to

show the region of adradial plate alignment perpendicular to the ambulacral groove, xlO. CD, QMF17856,
juvenile. C, aboral surface. x7. D, oral surface, x8. (see also Fig. 12). Latex casts whitened with ammonium
chloride sublimate.
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.anttulacai groove
peripheral skirt

I - u r .
-

. I
| ! :!.-.

Fig. 13. Edriodiscus primoticus (Henderson & Sher-

gold), QMFl7855a, camera lueida drawing of oral

surface. Much of ihe inierambulacral plating has been

lost to reveal the internal surface of aboral plates

(horizontal lines).

'

Cyclocystoides' primotica Henderson & Shergold:

Smith & Paul, 1 982, p. 677.

Edriodiscus primotica (Henderson & Shergold); Jell

etui, 1985, p. 190, figs 7a-c. 8.

Edriodiscus primotica (Henderson & Shergold);

Smith. 1986. p. 753. fig. 20.

Material
Holotype CPC11395; paratype CPC 11396; other

material NMVPI07479, QMF17855-7, BMNH
E63525.63526.

Age and Occurrence

From chert beds of the Yelvertoft Member,
Beetle Creek Formation, early Middle
Cambrian, exposed at locality QP243
(=NMVPLI598) 400-800 m south of the bore at

Yaringa Creek, 50 km west-southwest of Mount
Isa. western Queensland (GR 980965).

Diagnosis

As for genus.

Description

Individuals 9-35 mm in diameter. All are cir-

cular in outline. The smallest has c. 55 marginal

ossicles in the ring. These are differentiated from

other plates and are longer (radially) than broad

(Figs 11 CD, 12). Larger individuals have a

similar number of marginal ossicles (50-60) but

these are wider than long. At all sizes the mar-

ginal ossicles are an integral part of the aboral

plated surface. Oral plating attaches to a weak
ridge at the upper edge of the inner face of the

marginals so that much of the inner face of the

marginals must have been internal. The
peripheral skirt is proportionally larger in small

individuals but contains approximately the same
number of plate rows at all sizes examined. At 9

mm diameter 4 irregular rows of plates make up

the peripheral skirt, while at 15-35 mm diameter

there are 4 or 5.

Ambulacra are straight and meet centrally in

a 2: 1 :2 pattern (no specimen shows all five am-
bulacra but the best oral areas (Figs 1 1 A, 13, 14)

show two lateral ambulacra converging into a

single ambulacra! groove leading to ambulacrum
III). Plating in this region shows no organization

(Fig. 14). suggesting that the cover plate sheet

may have formed a permanent roof to the mouth.

The ambulacra are straight and extend onto the

marginal ring, where they overlie the marginal

ossicles at a suture. In the smallest individual (9

mm diameter) the tip of the ambulacrum does not

reach the outer margin of the marginal ring (Figs

1 ID, 12B) whereas in the largest the am-
bulacrum completely covers the marginals ex-

tending beyond to the edge of the peripheral skirt

(Figs 11A, 13). No other oral plating extends

beyond the marginal ring as far as we can tell.

Ambulacral flooring plates are biserial and
steeply inclined forming a deep, narrow groove.

They are about 0.5 mm broad and a small part is

exposed adradially. Sutural pores are not evident

along the walls of the ambulacral groove (Fig.

13). Cover plates are small and multiple, except

possibly towards the ambulacral tips in the smal-

lest individual where there appear to be only

primary cover plates (Figs 1 ID, 12B). A multi-

plated skirt of cover plates roofs the ambulacra

close to the oral area. The structure of the oral

frame remains unknown but the oral area is

similar to that of S. reduncus (cf. Figs 1 1A, 13

with Figs 2A, 3).

Interambulacra are composed of large plates

that are oval or subrounded in outline. Inter-

spersed amongst these are smaller platelets of

various sizes. There are no epispires or sutural

gaps in the interambulacra (Fig. 11A,D).
Platelets form an outer band close to the marginal

ring and are also developed to the exclusion of

larger plates close to the oral area (Figs 1 1A, 13).

In the largest specimen the platelets close to the

ambulacra are rod-like and preferentially aligned

perpendicular to the ambulacral groove (Figs

1 IB. 13). Elsewhere platelets are randomly ar-
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i:,.,Ufi plate sheei

Fig. 14. Edriodiscus primoticus (Henderson & Sher-

goldhNMVP 107478, camera lucida drawing of plat-

ing in the oral region. Note the apparently
disorganised arrangement of cover plates.

ranged. In juveniles (9 mm diameter) large plates

dominate the interambulaeral regions with little

development of platelets (Figs 1 ID. 12B). This

suggests that the large plates are laid down ini-

tially and that, during growth, areas of platelets

developed preferentially around their interam-

bulaeral margins.

The aboral surface is a tesselate pavement of

thick plates. In the smallest individual (Figs 1 1C,

12A) a large central plate is surrounded by a

narrow ring of platelets. No circlets of plates can

be recognized outside this region. The interior of

the aboral surface is smooth and also forms a

tesselate pavement (Figs 1 1A, 13). There is no
sign of internal ribbing, as seen in Stromatocys-

tites or Totighbus, or of a central thickened

platform.

Rumarks

This species was established for two
specimens, both showing aboral surfaces.

Henderson 8c Shergold (1971) interpreted this

species as a cyclocystoid, but Smith 8c Paul (1982)

later removed it from the cyclocystoids, interpreting

it as a probable edrioasteroid. This was confirmed by

Jell et al. (1985) when they discovered and described

a third example showing part of the oral surface.

Further collecting by the authors has yielded 5 more
specimens, 3 ofwhich are part and counterpart, show-

ing details of both surfaces. The above description

supplements those given previously.

Alignment of rod-like interambulaeral plates bor-

dering the ambulacra is noteworthy because of its

resemblance to the arrangement of virgals in

Arckegonaster.

Order ISOROPHIDA Bell. 1976

Previously edrioasteroids have been divided

into three orders, Stromatocystitida, Isorophida

and Edrioasterida (Bell, 1980). Stromatocystitids

have a fully plated theca, biserial ambulacra,

flooring plates with sutural pores, and interam-

bulaeral plates with epispires. Isorophids have an

uncalcified aboral surface, a differentiated

peripheral ring and uniserial flooring plates,

while edrioasterids have biserial flooring plates

with an exposed adradial portion, no differen-

tiated peripheral ring and a partially or complete-

ly calcified aboral surface. A fourth group, the

Cyathocystida was recently erected to accom-
modate turret-shaped edrioasteroids with single

larae 'deltoid-like' flooring plates (Bockelie &
Paul, 1983). Smith (1986) modified this scheme
somewhat by rejecting the Stromatocystitida as

a paraphyletic ancestral group. The two Upper
Cambrian edrioasteroid genera described below
show mixed characteristics and appear to bridge

the gap between Lower and Middle Cambrian
stromatocystitids and the Ordovician and later

isorophids. Synapomorphies shared with later

isorophids include the disc-like body form, the

imbricate plated peripheral rim, the form of the

hydropore, the absence of aboral plating and the

presence of simple cover plates rather than a

cover plate sheet. Because of these features they

are best regarded as primitive isorophids. How-
ever both Hadrodiscus and Chatsworthia may
have biserial flooring plates and the former has

an oral frame of five interradially positioned

deltoid plates of ambulacral origin. Neither have

the typical uniserial flooring plates of Or-
dovician isorophids as far as we can tell.

The uniserial flooring plates of later

Isorophida could have arisen in one of three

ways. Firstly, each uniserial flooring plate could

be the result of fusion of opposite pairs of

originally biserial flooring plates. Secondly each

uniserial flooring plate could have originated

from a single biserial flooring plate by extending

the amplitude of the V-shaped perradial suture

until it reached the opposite edge, (the reverse of

the suggested derivation of biserial from
uniserial arm plating in crinoids - viz. Bather.

1900). Finally the uniserial flooring plates could

represent a new structure not homologous with

biserial flooring plates. The Upper Cambrian
species described below show no evidence of

extended V-shaped perradial sutures, having al-

most straight perradial sutures instead. Further-

more, the second hypothesis would require a
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Secondary scries of primary cover plate

cover plate articulations todevelop, No evidence

exists to suggest thai this might have been the

case, in contrast, for example, to the situation

with uniscrial crinoid arms, where sequential

uniserin] arm plates; carry cover plates on alter-

nate sides.

Of the two genera described below l/odrcdis-

cits appears, tentatively, to be the more primitive,

having a poorly differentiated peripheral rim and
small, closely fitting pentagonal cover plates.

Flooring plate arrangement is inadequately

known but may have been bisenal. In ChatsWQt*
thin the peripheral rim plating is much better

differentiated, as in most later isorophids. and

there v- a system of stout, spine-like cover plates

that are non-contiguous when held erect. A
similar cover plate arrangement is found in early

lehctodiscids such as Fi'crsiediscus for example.

However, In Cfwtswurthio the relationship ol

cover plates ro flooring plates is still unclear.

Either cover plates are firmly sutured on to the

flooring plates so thai both generally act as a

single ossicle, or the primat y cover plates nf I.

isorophids arc in fact modified flooring plates

thai have taken on the role of protecting the radial

water vessel. In either case, il would appear that

the uniserial flooring plates in more derived

isorophids represent a new system of plates in-

dependent of the bisenal flooring plates of other

ednoasleroids.

Hadrodiscusgen. nov.

I

i VIOIOCJY

Greek hadros. elegant or delicate.

hn, Spi LIES

lUtdr'nliwus parmo sp. nov.

Age -\m.< Distribution

Median Upper Cambrian (Franconian) of

western Queensland. Australia.

Diagnosis

An isorophui with a poorly differentiated

peripheral ring, straight ambulacra with small,

tightly fitting cover plates and larger oral cover

plates. Hydropore/gonopore a large, prominent

opening. Oral frame composed largely of stout,

wing-shaped elements.

Ri:MARKS

The taxonomic position of lladwdiscus
remains problematic largely because itis incom-

pletely known- Although the ambulacra are

floored we do not yet knowwhat the plate arran-

gement is. The relatively small Size of the cover

plates seen externally and the suggestion of

large, possibly biserially arranged plates forming

the floor ofthe ambulacra! grooves suggesi to us

ih^t Hfidmdi\rus had both cover plates and floor-

ing plates, as in SltOfflQtOcystiteS- However, the

presence of a peiipheral rim, the complete ab-

sence of aboral plating, the position and form of

the hydropore opening and the large oral frame

plates that are interradial in position and are

undoubted flooring plates, mark Haclrodiscus as

more advanced lhan Stromaloixstitcs. h is less

derived than Chutswoithiu which has a system

of large biserially arranged cover/flooring plates

and a better differentiated peripheral rim. At

present we consider it to be the most primitive

known isorophid.

Hadrodiscus parma sp. nov.

Figs 15-18. 20C

Etymqi » II

Greek parmc, a small shield, in allusion to its

appearance.

1

I
I

i WIAL

Bolotype Q\Ur 17S74: paratvpcsQMFI 7S7<\ BMNH
E63527;

AOL AMUK CLKKfiMCt

All specimens come from locality K204 of

Shergold ( 1982), from a grey. 4 m thick, lime-

stone umr of the Chatsworth Limestone, 3.5 km
south of Chatsworth homestead, 60 km south-

east of Duchess, western Queensland.
Peichiushania \eiiutda-fJr(H-hiut}i^ia glabella

Assemblage Zone, median Upper Cambrian
(Franconian).

DlAGNi

A Hadrodiscus with about 10-12 primary

cover plates in a column at disc diameters of 6-7

mm, these primary cover plates being small.

squarish and close-fitting. Peripheral rim coin-

posed of 4 or 5 irregular rows of small imbricate

plates not clearly differentiated from irueram-

bulaeral areas.

Dl sCRIFTION

Specimens are circular in plan view and flat-

tened hemisperical in profile. In diameter the

holotvpe is c. 7 mm (Figs I5A. 16) and the two

other specimens c. 6 mm ( Figs 1 5B,C, 20C). The
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Fig. 15. Hadrodiscusparma sp. no\ .. from the Chatsworth Limestone, median Upper Cambrian of Chatswurth.
A. QMFI 7874. holotype. oral surface, x 1 2 (see also Fig. 1 6). B,C. BMNH B63527, paraij pt B. externa! oral
surface, \1IL C. internal view ol same. \10 (see also Fin. IX). Silica replacements coated with ammonium
chloride sublimate.
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aboraJ Sltrfitce te uncal<?ified ami the peripheral

rim of the disc Hares outwards. There has been

no post-mortem collapse ol the disc relative to

the periplierai rim so thai the boundary between
the two regions is not well demarcated, there

being virtually a smooth transition from rim to

eentre. The oral area forms the summit of the disc

jiu! iseentrally positioned, Specimens appear to

be unattached to any substratum.

The peripheral rim is composed of 4 or 5

irregular rows of small imbricate plates. 3 oi 4
abreast in one interambulacral segment: (Figs

ISA, f6i. These platesovertep towards thecentre

on their outer face, and have convex proximal

edges. I low ever, suture*-, are w cakly defined sug-

gesting that the plale boundaries though imbri-

cate were almost Hush and that the plales

themselves did not override move proximal

plates to any extent. The same is true of the inner

face where no plate boundaries can be made out

at all. None of the marginal plates is geniculate

or has a (tnekeued aboral edge. Instead the

peripheral rim remains uniformly thin and only

the base of the rim would have contacted the

substratum. Plates in the rim arc similar in size

except towards the penpbery where the outer-

most plalOfi are much smaller. The boundary
between peripheral rim plating and the interam-

peripheral
rim

cover plates

flooring

plates

f-u; 16 //,Jf,.;Hi 't\ fht/f'hi^p, iuw . QMY I 7*74, In it I
pi camera tucida drawn, ifthi iral urfa isi

Fk. i.vxi.
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111 riii/

Fig 17. Hadrodiscus parma sp. nov., QMF17874.
holotype, interpretation of cover plate arrangement.

I-V = cover plates of ambulacra I - V; o = shared oral

cover plates: ahp = anterior hydropore plate; php =
posterior hydropore plate; scp = shared cover plate.

bulacral plates of the disc is not marked, interam-

buiacral plating appearing to merge gradually

into that of the peripheral rim, except in the

posterior interambulaerum. Again, plate boun-
daries here are probably subtesselate as none
stand out clearly (Figs 15A.B, 20C).

The ambulacra are relatively long and reach

about 80% of the radius to the edge. They indent

the peripheral rim plating to a small extent (Figs

1 5A, 1 6). In the holotype, ambulacra I, III and V
are straight, or virtually so, while ambulacrum II

curves clockwise and ambulacrum IV curves

anticlockwise (Figs 15A, 16). However, this is

probably a post-mortem artefact since the disc

has collapsed towards the anterior, and the 3

adjacent ambulacra (probably 1, II and III) in one

of the paratypes (Fig. 20C) are straight. The
ambulacra are parallel-sided and have rounded,

blunt tips (Figs 15A.B, 20C). In the holotype

cover plates are present in all ambulacra except

II, where they have been lost (Fig. 16). In am-
bulacra I and V the cover plates are in the open
position, in ambulacra IV they are in the closed

position, while in ambulacrum III they are large-

ly disrupted from life position. Cover plates were
able to open widely along the length of the arm
but probably formed a permanent cover to the

oral area, as no clear perradial suture is apparent

in this region (Fig. I5A.B). There are about

10-12 primary cover plates in a column at this

diameter. The primary cover plates abut along

most of their length and end in a V-shaped edge

which may be hooked towards the oral region

(Figs 15A, 16, 20C). Cover plates on either side

of the ambulacrum alternate to interlock, al-

though those seen in ambulacrum IV of the

holotype are almost opposite due to distortion of

the disc. Sutural gaps between adjacent cover

plates are not apparent.

Ambulacra! grooves arc moderately deep with

a smooth rounded floor. Sutures are not visible

suggesting that flooring plates were probably

solid atid robust although this appearance may be

due to their coarse silicification. No part of the

flooring plates can be seen along the adradial

margin of the ambulacra and it would appear that

the interambulacral plating abuts against the

outer edge of the cover plates. In ambulacrum II

of the holotype cover plates have been lost

revealing the ambulacral groove (Figs 15 A, 16).

Upper edges of flooring plates define the walls

of this groove but again the detailed structure has

been lost in silicification.

The internal surface of one specimen (Fig.

15B,C) reveals the 5 ambulacral grooves.

Around the mouth these are floored by large

deltoid-shaped plates lying interradially and
forming the moulh frame (Figs 15C, 18). Else-

where ambulacral grooves are partially open
(possibly due to incomplete silicification) al-

though larger plates adjoin the ambulacral

groove and may have floored the groove in life.

If these plates are flooring plates then each plate

must have carried 2-4 of the cover plates.

In external view the oral area is best seen in

the holotype (Figs 15A, 16) where the cover

plates form an unbroken roof to the mouth. Plate

sutures are nowhere clear and our interpretation

of oral plating is highly tentative. The hydropore,

however, is distinct as a deep depression in the

posterior interambulaerum close to ambulacrum
V (Figs 15 A, 16). It has a narrow, bar-like am-
bulacral cover plate on its adradial margin and 2

moderately large plates forming the posterior

border. These posterior plates lie well below the

ambulacra and would appear to be modified

ambulacral flooring plates that have been en-

larged into the posterior interambulaerum to

incorporate the hydropore/gonopore. The
remainder of the oral area consists of a number
of small plates, to judge from the surface ir-

regularities preserved. Left and right branching

plates are easily identified but the plating in the
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'flooring plate

oral trame plate

IV

stone canal

caver plates

Fig, \%, Hadrotliscux parma $p. run,. BMNH E63527
paratypc camera Itickla diagram of interior or oral

surface showing the mouih frame plates and arrange

-

mcni "i 'I.- v an i

.
stsi Lilan system. Scale t>ai - I mm,

posterior pari is less clear. A continuous row of

small, squarish cover plates may form ihe

posterior edge o\' the oral area and connect the

cover plate series of ambulacra I and V (Fig. 16).

Conversely, this may be a single lateralis elon-

gate posterior oral plate that is slightly fractured,

Other plates lie anterior of this but no enlarged

anterior oral plates are clearly differentiated.

The interior of the oral surface (Figs I5C, 18)

shows the 5 ambulacra! channels around a

central mouth. A sixth groove originates close to

the base of ambulacrum V and rapidly curves
towards the outer surface; this is the hydropore

groove and terminates externally at Ihe

hydropore. At the angle between ambulacra IV
and V is a large deltoidal plate This has a median
saddle and may be composed of 2 plates tightly

sutured together, but the coarseness of the

silicification prevents us from deciding whether
this is indeed a single plate. In the pOSterioi

interray there appear 10 be 2 large polygonal

plates, the plate closer to ambulacrum I having a

prominent adoral projection. Other mouth frame
plates are not evident and ate presumably lost

(possibly during etching).

Inteiambulacra! plating consists of a small

number of apparent!) subtesselale plates (Figs

I5A, 16). These have eur\ed adoral plate boun-
daries close to the peripheral run but become
more polygonal in outline towards the centre.

Only traces of sutures are seen in both
specimens.

A large penproct occupying most of the

posterior tntcrambulacrum (Figs 15A,B. 16)

consists of a mound-like region of imbricate

plates which become progressively smaller

towards the centre. The middle of die periproct

consists entirely of small platelets.

kfMVRKS

This species is readily distinguished from the

contemporary Charswonhia spiiiosu by its

smaller, more tightly lilting and more numerous
primary cover plate's its more numerous and
smaller peripheral rim plates and more robust

suturing between peripheral rim and iuteram

bulacia. In all specimens of C, spinasa the disc

has collapsed well below the level of the

peripheral rim and presutuabh tltarfe a Weak
point. The marked difference in appearance of

the primary cover plates between C. spuhtsa and

//. pamut makes it most unlikely that the two

forms simply reprcseni different states ot preser-

vation of the same species (cf. Fig. 20A.B with

Fig.20C).
The distinct groove leading from the circum-

oesophageal ring of the water vascular system

and opening close to the base of ambulacrum V
in the posterior interray proves that this opening
is a hydropore. Smilev E1988) speculated that

primitive echinoderms might have internal

hydropore openings and that the opening
generally referred to as the hydropore might rep-

resent thegonopore.

Chatswurthia gen. nov.

,
i 10)

For Chatsworth Station, on which the

specimens were discovered.

Species

i twonkia spinosa $p; ROv.

V;t \\i> I 'i- i
u:i rtON

Median Upper Cambrian ( branconian.) of

Queensland. Australia.

1)1 \o\.
I

.

An isorophid with short, virtually straight am-
bulacra and undifferentiated oral cover plates.

Cover plates stout and erect, forming a single

alternating biscnes; well scparaled when open.
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Kiserial arrangement of flooring plates meeting
perradially to floor the ambulaunl groovy

Ibis genus is distinguished from Hadfvdl
in the size and spacing of primary cover plaies

and plating of the peripheral rim and tn the

structure of the oral frame and flooring plates. In

( \pinosa there art only o or so primary cover

plates in each ambulacrum and the peripheral rim

i-. composed of a small number (usually 101 of

lafg? plates with just 2 rows of small, uuter

platelets. In H&dwdiscffl parma the primary

cover plates arc more slender and closely spaced.

with about 12 in a row at an equivalent disc

diameter, and the peripheral ring is compost
a greater number of relative!) smaller imbricate

plates. C. vpitwsa is not sufficient)} well

preserved for the structure ot the ambulacra to be

determined unambiguously, but ii appears to

consist of a biseriesof plates that meet penadial-

ly <o floor the ambulacral groove. Above and

jiblj continuous with these are stout, spine-

like, cover plates* undoubtedly homologous to

the primary <:o\xt plates of later isorophids.

( hatsuorthiaspinosu sp, \^.
(Figs lv>. 20A.B.21-2KI

[M.mphid indet Jell, Bun-ett & Banks |985, p 195

fig. 9.

I

I
i MOLOOV

Latin spinasus, ihorm n ft ding to its cover

plate series.

M'Wf.RIVI.

Hatatype QMF1T944; paratypes QMF [7945-5 L.

NMVPHI7I29, 108990, BMNH £63528-30, Oilier

rialQMFl7«24) BMNHE6353I

\0| I
- •

' KKiMI
Ml specimens come from locality K2U4 of

Shergold (1982), from a grey, 4 m thick. lime-

pe unit of the Chatsworth Limestone. },5 km
south of Chatsworth homestead. 60 km south-

east of Duchess, western Queensland.
Pt'i< hiashunui $ecxtnd$rProchu<xnglQ glabella

Assemblage Zone, median Upper Cambrian
(Francoman),

I.)|\(.\OS|S

A (_ httiui.-*! thhj with 5 or 6 stoul, spine-like

COYC1 plates in each ambulacrum and a

peripheral rim composed off. 10 large plate*

plussmallei accessory plaies distaily.

Description

Theca circular in outline with a diameter of
6- 10 nun. The peripheral rim is well developed
and differentiated from the disc, which in all

specimens has collapsed slightly beneath the

level of the nm (Fig, 19) The theca has a low

profile, though in life the disc may \u\c been

low domed. Onlv the oral surface is heavily

plated. The aboral surface, where seen, shows
tU3 e\ idence of having had large plates. How-
ever, the surface always appears granular (Fig.

26} and there remains the possibility of a cal-

cified lower surface o\' liny granules. The
peripheral rim is relatively broad, forming Up
to half the radius of the theca i nlenadially. and
indented radially for the ambulacra (Figs l°-B.

21 ). In profile the rim slopes steeply outwards
at about 40 . The rim is usually composed of

5 large radial and 5 large interradial plates

which alternate and overlap o^c another (Figs

21, 25), bui the arrangement is not strict and
there may be an extra plate in one orothei <M~

the mteranibulacrai regions. Peripheral rim
plates have curved outer edges and are dif-

ferentiated from interambulaerai plates iM ilu-

disc. On the distal part of the lira there are two
irregular rows ot smaller plates, the outermost
series being the smallest (Fig, 27A). These also

appear to imbricate, although plate Miturcs arc

rarely well marked. These plates may completely

overlie the 10 larger plates and are commonly
lost. When viewed from the interior the

peripheral rim appears smoolh and no plate

boundaries can be identified. This would suggest

that the plates are suhiesselale and firmly bound
together along sutures and explains why the

peripheral rim is generally preserved in an lincol-

lapsed state. Peripheral rim plates are neither

geniculate nor expand into a flattened base. Thus

the rim has a uniform thickness and only (he

bottom of the rim would be in contact with the

substratum.

Ambulacra are straight, rather short, and

broad. They extend to the peripheral rim which

they indent but do not overlap (Figs I9,<20A3).

The 4 to 6 large, spinc-hkc cover plates m eaeli

ambulacral column (Figs 21-25) have a broad

base and taper distaily
| Fig. 27B.C) and in some

cases tips of the cover plates appear to be curved

towards the centre of the disc. Cover plaies ma)
be preserved in the dosed position with the am-
bulacra appearing as tall, rather narrow ridges
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(Fig. 19A.C). In such cases cover plates are

inclined towards ihe centre and overlap their

neighbours forming a canopy to the ambulacra!

channel. They alternate across the perradius.

More often specimens are preserved with the

ambulacra open and cover plates erect and form-

FlG. 20. A.B.D. Chatswonhiu spinosa sp. now A. QMF 1 7949. paratype, x7. B, NMVPI0S990. paratype. \6.

C. Uadrodisvusparma sp. nov..QMF17875. paratype. x 12. D. IHadrodiscus sp. QMF1 7943. internal surface.

\7. Silica replacements from the Chatsworth Limestone, median Upper Cambrian, of Chatsworth. whitened

with ammonium chloride sublimate.

FlG. W.Chatswortlna .spinosa sp. nov., from the Chatsworth Limestone, median Upper Cambrian of Chatsworth.

A. BMNH E63528, paratype, x8 (see also Fig. 22). B, QMF17944. holotvpe. x7 (see also Fig. 21). C,

NMVP107I29. paratype, x6.5 (see also Fig. 23).D.QMFI 7948. paratype. xK (see also Fig. 25 ). E,QMF17945.
paratype. x7. F, QMF17947, paratype, x9. Silica replacements coated with ammonium chloride sublimate.
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penproct

Fig. 21 . Chatsworthia spinosa sp. nov., QMF 17944, hololype, camera lucida drawing and plate interpretation

diagram. Vertical hatching = peripheral rim plating; horizontal close hatching = interambulacral plating:

stippling = ambulacra! zones undifferentiated; blank = cover plates; black = missing. Ambulacra! cover plates

are labelled as follows: I-V = cover plates of ambulacra 1 - V. bp = lateral branch plate, o = shared oral plate,

hp = hydropore plate.

ing a border to the food groove (Figs 19B,E,F,

20B). In such cases the cover plates are well

separated leaving broad gaps between. Spine-

like cover plates are less well-developed over the

oral area.

The ambulacral groove itself may be
preserved in the open position, as a broad U-
shaped channel, or in the closed position, as a

narrow slit-like trench. This alone indicates that

the ambulacrum is floored by a biseries and in

cross-section, although a perradial suture cannot

be identified due to the coarse nature of the

silicification, a discontinuity of shape indicates

where it probably lay (Fig. 27B). Furthermore,

from the interior the perradial line appears as a

sharp ridge and in one specimen (Fig.26) the

interior of the ambulacra show possible biserial

flooring plates. However, the arrangement of
flooring plates is nowhere clearly seen, due to the

coarse nature of the silicification, and the junc-

tion between cover and flooring plates remains

problematic.

In the oral area, the spine-like plates become
less evident and cover plates appear more plate-

like. Coarse silicification again hinders inter-

pretation of oral plating. The arrangement of

plates is probably best seen in the holotype (Fig.

21) and two of the paratypes (Figs 22, 23). The
ambulacra meet in a 2:1:2 pattern with small

lateral branch plates at the inner angles of am-
bulacra I and II. and IV and V. No noticably

enlarged oral plates are developed. A row of 4
cover plates forms the posterior part of the oral

area, the outer 2 abutting the lateral branch
plates. In BMNH E63528 (Fig. 22) only a single

large plate occupies this region. This could rep-

resent an oral frame plate devoid of its two cover

plates. The central 2 posterior plates lie opposite

2 anterior cover plates and roof the central part

of the oral area. No secondary or accessory cover

plates can be distinguished, but this could be due
to poor preservation. The oral frame, if our inter-

pretation is correct, is composed of 3 large floor-

ing plates(Fig. 22), 2 anterior plates occupying
the angles between ambulacra II and III and
between III and IV, and a single broad posterior

plate. It is not known whether there are also

enlarged flooring plates between the lateral am-
bulacra that also contribute to the oral frame. The
hydropore/ gonopore opens in the posterior in-

terradius close to the base of ambulacrum V.

There is a large U- shaped plate that forms the

posterior and interradial border to the opening
and a narrower plate forms its adoral border.
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FlG1 22T Ctera>t
,

or/>i/(7\/)///(^v (/>p.noA-..BMN1fE6352K.paralype t carnt:raluc(da4l '

l!
' interpretation

diagram. Symbols as in \ \g< 2).

Both have the position unci appearance of being

mi uii lied ambulacra) flooring plates. When
viewed from the interior (Fig. 26) the oral area

stands out as a C-shaped ridge open lowards the

posterior. The ridge on die hydropnre side lies

more distal and creates a more open curve than

the ridge on ambulacrum I- The posterior oral

flooring plate must therefore have considerably

less depth than the other oral frame plates.

Interarnbulacral areas are relatively small and

wedge-shaped. No specimen shows undisrupted

plating but small ovoid plates can be discerned

in a number o\ specimens. There is no evidence

of epispires between interarnbulacral plates

which were presumably either imbricate or sub-

tesselate. The periproct is a conical structure

Occupying much of the posterior intern nv
bulacram (Figs 19, 21, 24. 25). About 8-10

wedge-shaped plates form the periproctal cone

and possibly smaller granular plates occur al the

summit.

Rkmxkks

This species was first illustrated and described

b\ Jell & al I 1985) on the basis oi 2 moderalely

well-preserved specimens from our type locality .

They recognized it as an isorophid but. because

certain kev characteristics could not be identified

from that material, it was left under open
nomenclature. We have since collected a further

2 1 specimens and, although none is panicularl \

well preserved, there is now sufficient material

to establish the basic morphology of this spec ie

A major uncertainty- remains as to whether

there are separate covering and flooring plates,

since once again no clear sutures can be made
out. It is probable that the flooring plates form

the U-shdped groove and the cover plates are the

spine-like projections that arise from this. How-
ever, we have not seen any specimen in which

clearly separated cover plates and flooring plates

can be unambiguously distinguished, and it is

therefore possible that only a single set of plates

is present, acting as both flooring and cover plate,

articulating perradially and carrying a long

spinous projection. The similarity of the spine-

like plates in C. spinosa to cover plates of other

isorophids, such as FoerstediscUS, is striking,

and there can be lillle doubt that the plates seen

in Chatsworthia are indeed homologous to those

of other isorophids.

C. spinosa is distinguished from the co-occur-

ring isorophid: H. pamm, by its simpler and

stouter peripheral rim and more robust am-
bulacral cover plates that are much fewer in

number.
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Fig. 23. Chatsworthia spinosa sp. nov., NMVP 107129, paratype, camera lucida drawing and plate interpreta-

tion. Symbols as in Fig. 21.

Order EDRIOBLASTOIDA Fay, 1962

Family ASTROCYSTITIDAE Bassler, 1 938

Type Genus
Astrocystites Whiteaves, 1897 [Type species:

Astrocystites ottawaensis Whiteaves, 1897]; Tren-

tonian (Caradocian, Ordovician) of Ottawa,

Canada.

Other Specifs

Astrocystites distems Webby from the Lower
Caradocian of New South Wales [possibly a

subjective junior synonym]: Cambroblastus

enubilatus sp. nov. from the Franconian, Upper
Cambrian of Queensland.

Range

Median Upper Cambrian to mid Ordovician.

Diagnosis

Edrioasteroids with a polyplated stalk and a

bud-shaped theca with 5 basals. Ambulacra
prominent with primary cover plates only. Flooring

plates exposed adradially, primitively biserial but

may be reduced to a single mouth angle flooring

plate situated at each interradial angle.

Remarks
Edrioblastoids are probably the rarest of

echinoderm groups that have been given class

status. Although Astrocystites ottawaensis has

been known since 1897 few specimens have ever

Fig. 24. Chatsworthia spinosa sp, nov., QMF1 795 1 ,
paratype, camera lucida drawing and plate interpretation.

Symbols as in Fig. 2 1

,
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Fig. 25. Ckatsworthia spinosa sp. nov,

Symbols as in Fig. 21.

QMF17948, paratype. camera lucida drawing and plate interpretation.

been collected. The species was erected on the

basis of 3 specimens from the Trenton Limestone
(Middle Caradocian) at Kirkfield Quarry, On-
tario; 2 held in the Canadian Geological Survey
collections of which one is the lectotype and the

other is lost, and a third held in the British

Museum (Natural History). Minlz (1970)
described a fourth specimen from the type

locality and horizon. A second species, A. dis-

tans, was described from the basal Caradocian
Cliefden Caves Limestone of New South Wales
(Webby, 1 968) based on two tolerably complete
specimens and a number of fragments. Mintz
(1970) believed that A. distans was probably a

subjective junior synonym of A. ottawaensis.

Sprinkle (1982) described a small number of
isolated deltoid plates of an edrioblastoid from
the mid Ordovician Bromide Formation of

U.S.A. and deltoid plates also occur in the Upper
Ordovician Boda Limestone of Sweden (C.R.C.

Paul, pers. comm. November, 1989).

Ordovician edrioblastoids have a highly dis-

tinctive morphology and have been difficult to

relate to other echinoderm groups. When they

were originally described they were thought to

be most closely related to the diploporite cystoid

AsteroblastusiWhimvvSi 1897). Bather (1900.

1914) redescribed the material then available and

placed the species in its own family within the

edrioasteroids. Hudson (1925, 1927), however,

argued for their close association with blastoids

as did Fay (1962, 1967), while both Webby
(1968) and Bell (1980) have related them to

edrioasteroids and Mintz (1970) to eocrinoids.

Paul ( 1 988) commented that Astrocysfites was so

unusual in its morphology that it could not be
placed in his phylogenetic scheme of cystoids.

Fig. 26. Chatsworthia spinosa sp,

NMVP 108990, paratype, internal surface, ,\6,

nov
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ambulacral

tunnel t*

FiG. 27. Chatsworlhla sp'mosa Sp. nov., camera lueida drawings. A. QMF
1 7948, peripheral rim plating in Side

view. B, QMF17946, view ofone ambulacrum looking from the mouth cavity. C. reconstruction ofone cover

plate, based., n NMV1J 10SW() and QMF 1 7^4N_ CI. externa! aspect. C2 internal aspect. Scale bars -
1 mrn.

The phyiogenctie placement o\' Asinx ysfilcw

has been particularly difficult because there were
no clear intermediate forms linking it to other

echinoderrn groups. It was therefore difficult to

establish homologies. The discovery of a primi-

tive F( Tin nf edrioblastoid from the median Upper
Cambrian of Australia bridges the gap between

the mid Ordovieian Astrocysfites and certain

edrioasteroids, making the phylogcnetic place-

ment: of edriohlastoids much clearer.

PHYLOGENETIC POSITION
OF EDRIOBLASTOIDS

Even prior to discovery oiCcimhrablusht.s the

link between edrioblastoids and blastoids (Hud-
son, 19254927; Fay, 19671 seemed untenable.

The lack of brachioles and a homologue of the

hydrospi re system and lancet plate clearly distin-

guished edrioblastoids. Furthermore, the an-

cestry o[' blastoids is now generally agreed to lie

w iih c ro n ales sue h a s StepfttlFk xrinu

\

(Sprinkle. I9S0b. Brett eral.. 19X3. Smith. 19X4.

Donovan & Paul. 1985. Paul, 1988) which
resemble edrioblastoids even less.

Two Cambrian groups seem worthy of con-

sideration as possible ancestors to edrioblas-

toids. namely eocrinoids and edrioasteroids.

Many eocrinoids possess a polyplaied stalk like

that of CambrobhsiUstlxaX is differentiated from

a bud- like theea. They also have the rudiments

of an organised thecal plating with differentiated

circlets oi plates including basals. just as in

Cumbrohkislus. The ambulacral arrangement \s

much different, however. Eocrinoids have short

ambulacra restricted to the oral pole and these

give rise to slender brachioles. Brachioles attach

to the flooring plates and are believed to be

homologous with the cover plate series seen in

primitive echinoderms (Paul & Smith. I9S4).

The absence v( any indication oi' brachioles in

the Upper Cambrian edrioblastoid is strong

evidence that edrioblastoids are not specialised

offshoots from some eocnnoid lineage.

The derivation of edrioblasloids from
edrioastcroids seems much more likely. The am-
bulacral structure in Cumbrohlustus is very like

lhat in edrioasteroids. with large primary cover

plates roofing a broad and deep food groove that

covers much of the oral surface. The reduction

of flooring plates to a single mouth angle plate.

as occurs in Asfrocystites has its precedents

amongst edrioasteroids. since this is precisely

what occurs in eyathocystids and probably also

in rhenopyrgids. Furthermore, both of these

ednoasteroid groups have elongate thecae. with

the aboral surface developed into a stalk. In the

. .

'

'
,

"
.

Ro, 28. Cholswnrthia xpitwxasp, nov. reconstruction;

inreramhiil.'Kml pi.iiing Stippled.
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i ymhocyst.jds the stalk is a single (/fused) caleitc

platttlflthefoiniofa long cylindrical lubefRoi i

Cltt & Paul. 1983), while in rhenopyrgids the

stalk is composed ol imbricate plates. One of us

has argued previously (Smith, 19X6) thai the

stalk in rhenopyrgids is homologous with

abnrul plated surlace m Mromatocystitids and
thai the eireum-oral plates at the top of the stalk

aie homologous with the peripheral rim plate-, in

Other edrioasteroids. U this is correct then the

plated holdfast in CarnhrohIa\ftt\ would be
homologous with the large central plates in

omatotynUtes at Tonplofnit and the plated

holdfast of smaller platelets homologous with

the peripheral rim of submurginul platelets,

r
l

a#ihrobfaf:iu$ has a rigid basal pan to its theea
1 a more flexible upper part, The lower purl

. iMs of 3 circlets of tesselatc plates and from
i- position, between the extremities ot the am
bulacra and ihe flexible subambital zone of
platelets, would appear to be a diieet homologue
of the peripheral rim plates of other
e.tTioasteroids. The upper semi-llexibic part of

the theca is composed of interambulaeral and
ambulacra! areas similar in anungcmeni to those

found in Other tfdnoa$feroids( especially in the

biscriaJ arrangeraero o\' Flooring plates and tbe

large simple cover plates. Owi ihe oral area the
! unary COVcrplatta meet centrally, exact I v as

they do in cyathocy&tids and rhenopyrgids,
since the plating in Cambrvbsaatus can be

directly homologizcd with that of edrioaslerolds
(Fig. 34), whereas eocnnoids differ m the lun

darnental structure of their ambulacra, wc
believe edrioblastoidx are deiived forms of

rdrioasteroidx. Three principal groups of
edrioasteroids stem from a Si/ omaUnystiies type

ancestor (Smidi. I

c'Ho); I, Isotophida, which aji

disc-shaped encrusters with an unplatcd aboral

shitaee, 2, Edrioasieiidu, which af6 globose bot-

tom dwellers that have retained bisenal flooring

plates and llfl DSfl the cential plating of the

ora] surface, and % Cyalhocystida which are

Uirrei-shuped forms which haw formed u

peduncle from the aboral platedsurface and hi

reduced ambulacra] plating to 5 inteiradially

positioned flooring plates thai cany multiple

1 1 rVer plates. Both edrioustends ( Walcuttidis* us}

and isorophids (ChaiSWOtthia) had become dif-

lerenuaied by the median Upper Cambrian, but

the earliest cyathocystids are mid Oidovician in

ag& I'.dnoblasioids have expanded their aboral

surface into a stalk and in later forms reduced

their ambulacra] flooring plates to 5 interradial

elements (the deltoids of Asfmcy\fitc\) Thev ,

therefore likely to represent a sister group to the

Cvathoeystida. Cambrnhfaxfus seems to be coo
ialised to represent a common ancestor to

cither cyuthocvsiids ov rhenopyrgids howevet
although the reduction oi flooring plates to the

:
-

primary plates is a putative synapomorphy of
\\n>n \.\fiic\ plus cyulliucystid's plus rhenopy i

. Until mteimediales linking rhcnopyrgKK
eyalhocystids and primitive edrioblastoids u

found, relationships of these 3 gumps will

remain problematic.

TRANSITION TO ASTROCYSTJIfuS

Although Cunthiohiasftts closely resembles
\\ikuwhirs m general organisation (both haw
a polyplutcd stalk, a bud-shaped theca dominated
hv large ambulacral plates thai extend below tbc

ambitus and arc roofed by primary cover plates

;

it retains a numbci of priiiiiiive character^!

Several morphological changes must have taken

place in the evolution of Asm xylites fiom
Camhrobiasrits, Firstly the thecal plain ig h

came simplei with the reduction to 5 nasals and
5 rudialv ft also became completely rigid.

flexibility along the adradial margins ol the an,

bulacra apparenrU bdlt| lost, Ambulacral plat-

ing was alsosimplified with the loss of all but the

first (interradially positioned ] ambulacral floor-

ing plate. This flooring plate expanded into the

deltoid plate and its distal tips giew ovei die

adoral portion of the radial plates The
simplification of thecal plating through the loss

of circlets and all hut the fust formed ambulacral

flooring plate is most likely to have been
achieved through heterochrony, with the ap
pearance ot juvenile Kainres m adult forms

beingthe product of neotonyoi pacdamoi pilosis

Elongation i)\~ the primary oral plates into del

toids and the multiplication of coverplates would
have occurred at a later stage.

A second major difference helween
C<irnbroblasU4$$nd Astvocystites is in the system

of intrathecal pores developed along the

adiadial margin of the ambulacral groove on
deltoid plates. No Mich system of pores is

preserved uiCamhrohltisrus , which would there-

fore appeal to be a specialization ol derived

cdMobl.istoids.However.preservat ion is such that

we cannot entirely rule out the possibility that

minute pores were originally present but have

become obliterated with silicificaiion. The tunc

lion pf die poies in edriobhistuids has never tx

properly assessed. They could be the equivalent
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cover plate

periproct

irrtratheca

ledge on
flooring

plate

external
portion of

flooring

plate

gonopore

periproct

FIG. 30. Cambrahtastus euttb'tiatus sp. nov., QMF17K72. htilotype, camera lucida drawings. A, lateral view ot

posterior interray. B» lateral view of ambulacra] plating in ariibuku rum III. C, detail eJ perinroctal region. Scale

bars = i turn.

Of the ampullar sutural pores in primitive
ediiuastemids but these are absent from
Camhrohhisfits as far as can be told and would
have to represent an atavistic structure. Further-

more, they are not sutural pores, as in

Stromatocystites or Edrioaster. but are a series

of pores within a single ambulacra I flooring

plate. Whatever their function, they are probablv

unique to Astrocystltez.

The only other significant difference is in the

organization of stalk plating. Whereas there ap-

pears to be no dear lineaiion to Stalk plating in

C<w)hr<>})laslus the stalk ofAstrocyStites is made
up of 5 columns of plates (although only the

proximal part of the stem is known). This again

is a specialization ofAtfrocystites.

(ambroblastus gen. nov.

FrwioLiKiV

From Cambrian and the Greek kfcfSlos, a bud,

in allusion to the shape of the theca.

TYPE: SPEPTiES

Cambrohluslus emtbilatus sp. nov.

AGI: AMJ DlSFKIKMltON

Median Upper Cambrian (Franconian) of

Queensland.

Fig. 29. CamhnMastas tiuibrfafus sp, nov. Irom the ChatsWorth Limestone, median Upper Cambrian of

Chatsworth. A, QMF17H73. paratypc in side view. xS (see also Pig. 32).B-D, QMF17872. holotypc. B. lateral

view of posterior interradius, x7.fi [see also Fig. 3D), C, oral view. K.7JS (sec also Fig. 31 ). D, lateral view ol

ambulacra ill and iv. \?.s. Silica replacements whitened with ammonium chloride sublimate.
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penproct

Fig. 3 1 . Cambrohlastus enubilatus sp. no v.,

QMF17872, holotype, camera lucida drawing of the

oral region.

Diagnosis

An edrioblastoid with an irregular polyplated

stalk, 3 irregular cycles of thecal plating and

ambulacra composed of biserially arranged

flooring plates bearing simple cover plates. No
intrathecal pores to the ambiilacral grooves.

Remarks

This genus is sister group to the Ordovician

edrioblastoid Astrocystites on account of its very

similar thecal shape and ambulacral organisation

and its polyplated holdfast. It differs from that

genus in having an additional circlet of thecal

plates between the radials and basals, in having

multiple biserial flooring plates to each am-
bulacrum rather than a single oral plate (deltoid),

and no system of pores along the margins of the

ambulacral grooves. Furthermore, the plating of

the stalk is less well organised in Cambroblastus.

Cambrohlastus enubilatus sp. nov.

(Figs 29-33)

Etymology

Latin enubilatus, freed from clouds, an al-

lusion to its importance in revealing the origins

of edrioblastoids.

Types

Holotype QMF17872, paratype QMF17873;
no other specimens are known.

Age and Occurrence

Both specimens come from locality K204 of

Shergold (1982), from a grey, 4 m thick unit of

the Chatsworth Limestone, 3.5 km south of

Chatsworth homestead, 60 km southeast of

Duchess, western Queensland. Peichiashania

secunda-Proehuangia glabella Assemblage
Zone, median Upper Cambrian (Franconian).

ambulacra

basal disc

Fig. 32. Cambroblastus enubilatus sp. nov..

QMF 17873, paratype, camera lucida drawings. A,

lateral view of complete specimen. Hatched lines =

missing; black = plate surface badly etched. B, ob-

verse of stalk.
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Fig. 33. Cambroblastus enubilatus sp. nov.
reconstruction.

Diagnosis

As for genus.

Description

The theca is 10-11 mm long and 6-7 mm in

maximum diameter with the widest part being

slightly above mid-height. The stem is 5.5 mm

long and 1 .5-2 mm wide, with a flared base (Fig.

29A). The theca tapers gradually to the stalk and
has a rounded apex. In oral view the theca is

rounded pentagonal in outline, with the angles

formed by the prominent ambulacra (Fig. 29C).

Interradial zones are concave. The mouth lies at

the apex of the theca and the periproct close to

the apex in the posterior interambulacrum (Fig.

30A). There are 5 large and prominent ambulacra
stet that meet in a 2:1:2 pattern at the apex (Figs

29C, 3 1 ). Ambulacra are c. 2 mm wide at the

apex and taper slightly to a broad rounded point

situated a little below the ambitus. The am-
bulacral groove is completely roofed over by a

series of simple cover plates. There are 9 or 10

cover plates in each column. These are largest at

the apex and become progressively smaller dis-

tally (Fig. 30A,B). Cover plates are tall and form
a spacious vaulted canopy to the ambulacral

groove. The cover plates fit together tightly with

no sutural gaps. They interlock along a zig-zag

perradial suture. Individual plates are pentagonal

in outline and have a single moderately well-

developed sagittal strut on their inner face. The
suture between cover plates and flooring plates

is nowhere clearly seen. In ambulacrum II the

cover plates appear to alternate with the flooring

plates (Fig. 30B). Elswhere they may sit more
directly above the flooring plates, although plate

boundaries are nowhere clear. No secondary

cover plates are present. Over the oral area there

are 5 large cover plates that meet centrally, one
from each interradius (Fig. 31). The posterior

interradius may, however, have 2 such plates, to

judge from the plate outline. These are the oral

plates and the smaller adjacent cover plates may
attach directly lo them.
The floor to the ambulacral groove is U-shaped

and smooth, with slight undulations marking the

plate boundaries. Flooring plates are biserial and

in places the sutures have been preferentially

etched. However, no sutural pores are consistent-

ly developed and in less corroded ambulacra no
pores whatsoever can be seen. We therefore

believe that pores were either not present in the

ambulacral groove or small and obliterated by

silicification. Flooring plates are exposed along

the adradial margin on the outer side of the

ambulacra (Fig. 30B). Beneath the exposed por-

tion of the flooring plates a distinct concave facet

runs the length of the ambulacrum (Fig. 30A).

This is the intrathecal section of the flooring

plates and is an imbrication flange on which the

interambulacral plates rest. In the posterior inter-

ambulacrum of the holotype. interambulacral
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Astrocystites

Rhenopyrgus

Cambroblastus

Fig. 34. Diagram indicating the homologous regions of plating in rhenopyrgids (Rhenopyrgus), Cambroblastus.

and the Ordovician edrioblastoid Astrocystites.

plates are preserved in position against am-
bulacrum I, covering the facet, but have slid off

the flooring plates of ambulacrum V on the other

side to reveal the concave facet (Figs 29B, 30A).

This suggests that the ambulacral/interam-

bulacral boundary was imbricate not rigid and

that the ambulacral flooring plates had some
limited degree of flexibility. The sutures between

flooring plates are well seen in the intrathecal

section.

Interambulacral plating, best seen in the

posterior interambulacrum (Fig. 29B, 30A), con-

sists of a pavement of small polygonal plates

with slightly swollen centres. These are 3-5

abreast, reducing to a single plate adapically.

There may be a single elongate plate in the centre

of the posterior interambulacrum. The interam-

bulacral plates tend to hold together even though

they are displaced from the adradial suture, sug-

gesting that they were firmly bound together.

The periproct opens close to the oral area in the

posterior interambulacrum (Fig. 30A,C). It faces

towards the apex and is set back on a ledge. It is

composed of a low cone of wedge-shaped plates,

relatively few in number. Above the periproct

and close to ambulacrum V is a small conical

structure with a central depression (Fig. 30C)
interpreted as the gonopore. No trace of the

hydropore is seen, probably because of the

coarse preservation.

The lower part of the theca is cup-like and
appears to have been rigid. Plate boundaries are

obscured except in the posterior part of the theca

(Figs 29B, 30A). Here traces of 3 circlets of

plates are visible. In the paratype there are 3

plates forming the base of the cup on one side

(Figs 29A, 32) and, by inference, there must

therefore be a basal circlet of 5 plates, which we
homologise with the basals of Astrocystites.

Above this, in the holotype are large hexagonal

plates. Because only traces of sutures can be

distinguished we are not certain of a regular

pentameral pattern to this plating but there are 2

further circlets of polygonal plates above the

basals. Some of these appear to be slightly con-

cave and all are covered in a fine retiform orna-

ment. At the base of the ambulacra an indistinctly

defined plate may be the homologue to the

radials in Astrocystites.

The stalk (Fig. 29A) is cylindrical, narrowest

immediately beneath the theca, and expanding

slightly towards the base. The surface appears
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Fig. 35. Tnccrtae sedis echinoderm fragment. QMF 1 7859. early Middle Cambrian from QP243 near Cornford
Bore, x4. A, external surface. B. internal surface. Latex casts whitened \\ ith ammonium chloride sublimate.

different in texture to the theca, being much more
granular and with many small pits. As a number
of these pits appear to be linearly arranged we
interpret them as traces of plate boundaries and
the stalk to be composed of a relatively large

number of small granular platelets. Towards the

base these platelets become better defined and
are polygonal in outline. At the base the stalk

Hares outwards into a cup-shaped holdfast of
large polygonal plates (Fig. 32). The stalk is

broken at the bottom and the full extent and shape
of this holdfast remains unknown.

remarks
A comparison of this species to the only other

known edrioblastoid. Astmcy.stires. has been

FlG, 36. Incertae sedis echinoderm fragment. QMF 17859', camera lucida drawings of internal (A) and external

(B» surfaces.
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given above and its phylogenetic position has

also been dealt with fully. Cambroblastus was an

erect, medium-level, suspension feeder using its

ambulacra to capture suspended food particles.

The stalk, which is relatively well-developed for

Cambrian echinoderms, would have elevated the

food capturing surfaces well above the sub-

stratum. Cambroblastus must have been at-

tached to a substratum by its basal disc but,

because only part of this is known, we are not

sure as to how fixation was achieved. However,
the shape of the basal disc is reminiscent of basal

attachment discs ofEchinosphaerites for attach-

ment to hard substrata, and is unlikely to have

been a rootlet structure for attachment within

unconsolidated sediment. The apparently tesse-

late nature of the stalk platelets suggests that the

stalk was relatively stiffand inflexible, unlike the

imbricate stalk of rhenopyrgid edrioasteroids.

Furthermore the stalk is relatively robust and has

held together well, not having collapsed during

fossilization. Both observations indicate that the

stalk of Cambroblastus was more or less rigid

and not extensible.

The broad imbricate facet between the floor-

ing plates and the interambulacral plates implies

that this boundary was flexible and that a large

degree of movement was permitted between the

two plate systems. Interambulacral areas are

often separated from the adradial suture and are

also variable in width (Fig. 29B,C.D). Further-

more, there is a distinct change between the

lower cup- like portion of the theca, where plates

are rigidly sutured, and the rather irregularly

concave surfaces of the interambulacra between
the arms. The flexibility between ambulacral
flooring plates and interambulacral regions sug-

gests to us that the ambulacra retained a certain

amount of movement and that the food groove
could be widened or closed by lowering or rais-

ing the flooring plates.

The absence of pores in the floor o( the food

groove requires that the water vascular system.

presumably lying in the floor of the groove,

lacked internal ampullae.

Ineertae sedis

(Figs 35, 36)

Material

a single specimen, part and counterpart

preserved as a mould in silica. QMF 1 7859a/b.

Age and Occurrence

From chert beds of the Yelvertoft Member,
Beetle Creek Formation, early Middle
Cambrian, exposed on the northern flank of a low
rise some 500 m south of the bore at Yaringa
Creek, 50 km west-southwest of Mount Isa,

western Queensland (GR 980965).

Description

The specimen is 1 mm x 1 2 mm, although the

posterior^?) edge is fractured and missing. It has

a narrow anterior border and 2 long straight sides

that diverge at c. 80°. The external surface (Figs

35A, 36B) shows a flat, unornamented platform

surrounded by a 1 mm wide ledge. This ledge is

concave, dipping steeply from the platform

before levelling out. It is crossed by vertical

sutures approximately 0.8-1.0 mm apart. There
is a central plate on the anterior border and
adjacent plates occupy each of the angles. No
sutures are seen on the platform.

The interior of the specimen shows a steeply

dipping marginal rim surrounding a crescentic

region of labyrinthine struts (Figs 35B, 36A).

There is a central platform towards the posterior

of the specimen. The rim is crossed by vertical

sutures, at least anteriorly. Struts from the

labyrinthine region run to the centre of each
marginal plate. The anterior struts are rather

short and dip into the labyrinthine region but

there are 2 long struts that run from the side walls

right to the posterior platform without branching.

The floor of the labyrinthine region is pitted and
the specimen must have been exceedingly thin at

these points. The posterior platform is flat and
smooth. Towards the posterior there are 6 small

(0.2mm diameter) pores. It is not known whether
these perforate the plate as the corresponding

region is not seen in the counterpart. No sutures

are seen in either the labyrinthine region or the

posterior platform.

Remarks
This fragment is an enigma. We feel confident

that it is echinoderm. even though calcite plating

is not preserved. This is because of the presence

of plate boundaries along the peripheral ledge.

The absence of sutures in the main body of the

plate suggests to us that the fragment is a com-
posite element, constructed of several plates

fused together. The peripheral flange and shape

of this element are reminiscent of large inter-

radial first ambulacral plates; the flange being an

adradial ledge either formed of fused ambulacral

flooring plates or directly flooring the am-
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bulacra. Large deltoid plates, situated inter-

radiallv and bearing ambulacra! structures, arc

known inedrioasteroids. Mastoids, parablastoids

and edrioblastoids. The interradial plates in

cdlioasteroids form die oiul frame and are

Suspected of being formed from fused am-
bulacra! flooring plates (Bell. 1^7b Smith,
1986). However, they are much smaller and none

IS known to have >uch a distinctive labyrinthine

interior. In edrioblastoids the interradial deltoids

aie also supposedly composed of fused am-
bulaeral flooring plates (Mint/. 1970. Bell. 1980)

and here the plaie is large with an adiadial Ledge,

However, such deltoid plates are known only in

ihr Middle Ordovician Asinn ystiies and were

apparently absent in the Late Cambrian
( \imbrahkistus. The deltoids in Mastoids carrv

part of the hydrospire system and are not closely

comparable. The deltoid in parablasioids Is B

large plate perforated by a system of canals

termed cataspires (Sprinkle, 1973. Paul & Cope.
l

( >K2t. It does no) underlie the ambulacra but

abuts the flooring plate system and no species is

known to have a labyrinthine internal plate or-

namentation. Because it may represent an into!

radial plate of fused ambulacra we suspect it

might be some form of edrioasteroid derivative.

bill n represents a major departure in form from

any reported echinoderm group.

The eresccntic /one of labyrinthine struts

creates an extremely thin- walled surface and we
believe that this may be an adaptation for gaseous

exchange. The stmts provide strengthening sup-

I'oit to the theca. bracing the ambulacral /ones,

while the pits are sites of gaseous exchange.

Extreme thinning of calciiic plates associated

with gaseous exchange is a common feature in

man) echinodemi groups. Amoi-iL ds.for

example, thin-walled regions oi the plate are

found in paracrinoids (deep pits), diploporites

I the exterior of haplopores is a thin membrane oi

klcitel and dichoporftes (where tube-like
|

sageways from the interior run immediately

beneath the surface of the plate). The arrange-

ment of pits and struts in such an irregular man-
ner rules out the presence of any sophisticated

circulator) -- m rnOS! cysioids. (iaseous

exchange must have taken place through simple

lilTu .,< n across the linn plate

'Subclass SOMASTHROIDEA 1

Family ARCHECONASTERIDAE Spencer.

1951

Artrhegonasfer Jaekel. 1 923

TYPhSlU' >
!

\>omu]erpentagewu? Syenct \

Archegonaster pentagonus Spencer, 1951

I Figs 37-5 1)

i qonasm '-''"" . " \p\ "'

.

"-"
I p fOi :

9, to. )2-i$<34.37-40.54

i ch - naste) petttag(tnu& Spencer; Spencer &
Wright, lYfcn. p. 1,41. fig. 39b

Archeg&ftaxterpefitapMUA Spender; Smith, pJKSb.p.

89. pi. 7.f.ng. 4. pl.7.2, fig. 6.

Tlie Narodni Museum, Prague houses 6S

specimens, including the types.

i RRENCE

All material comes from the Llanvirn Sarka

Formalion of the Osek district. Prague, C/echos
lovakia.

DescsntlON

onaSter tS a pentastellale eehmoderm
with a stout marginal frame of ossicles and nar-

row projecting arms ( Fig. 37 ). There i S no separa

i ion between disc and aims, the two merging
imperceptibly into one another. Its si/c is dif-

ficult to estimate since so many specimens are

incomplete or distorted. The most complete

specimen (Fig. 37) has a radial length of 35 mm
and an interradial/radtal diameter of 60 mm, but

the tips of its arms arc missing. Specimens cover

a large size range, from about 15 mm r;,

length ( Fig. 49B I to around SO mm. The bod

flattened.

AmhulQcra. These are composed ol bisenall*.

arranged ambulacral ossicles (^flooring ptal

arranged alternately and forming an open U-

shaped channel (Figs 38-40) In oral view they

appear as T-shaped ossicles, measuring about 3

mm perradialfy a\m\ with a 2 mm transverse bar

in larger specimens ( Figs 40A. 4 1 B-E). The per-

radial suture is virtually straight and successive

ambulacral plates overlap one another, the distal

part of one plate passing beneath the proximal

part ot the next distal plate. About one third of

the plate imbricates beneath Ihe adjacent am-
bulacral plate. The perradial face, forming the

ambulacral groove, is relaiively smooth and

slightly depressed centrally . The distal portion of

the plate is more tapered and composed of denser

stereom: this is the portion thai passes under

neath the next distal plate. There is a well marked

rim to the top of the ambulacral groove. This runs
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from the pxoxima] end o1 the plate to the

transverse bar. where it ends abruptly ui a notch

(Fig. 40A). Presumably, this is the notch for the

lateral branch of the radial watei vessel leading

km tube tool. In largerspeeimens the floor to this

nrxch has a small pit. When ambulacra! plates arc

in lift position (Figs 38E.4IB-E3 the distal wall

of lilt* nolch for the radial waier vessel is loin

by the proximal edge of the succeeding am-
bulacra! plate. The transverse bai IS i;dl aa<3

narrow, with steeply sloping sides. Tlie ridge lo

the ambulacra] groove continues ajnngflie lop of
this b;ir, At its abradial end the iransversc bar tS

inpartue, with a large tlattish cettt! fttCC dial

slopes outwards (the articulation face for the

adamhulacral ossicle) and ivvu narrow runs

marking the edges of proximal and distal podial

basins (Figs 38G, 40C). Tlie articulation face

expands aborallv and in some may be slightly

uvea . though ii is usually flat. The Flanges on
cither side arc steeply dipping and flare oui

towards tht ir base The flange on the distal face

is considerably better developed than thai on the

imal iace. which hardly Hares out at all (I ig

K)A ) Thus * inly the proximal part ofeach podial

basin is floored and the narrow rims presume
tuaik the site of Lube-loot attachment.

In abornl aspect the ambulacra! plates are also

T-shaped, with the transverse bar generally ap-

pearing much more clearly tripartite at its lip

(Mgs4()B,4l A) Theperradia! /one is rather flat

and smooth, there being no evidence for dorsal

iiitei-ambulacral muscle attachment sites The
prpa mud end of each ossicle is more pointed than

the distal end and is marked off fiom the rest oi

the plate by a small nm This nm beco
progressively more pronounced in plates

towards the mouth and marks the limit ol plate

imbrication- Thr imbrication surface is iaoined
away from the pcmidius. The outer part of the

plate also slopes dow nwuids away Imm the pcr-

radius The three regions at the tip ol the

transverse bar correspond to the central articula-

tion Race for the lateral aim plate and the two
lateral flanges flooring the podial basins. As seen

orally. Ihe distal flange is much better developed
than the proximal flange. The two flanges form
a rim to die transverse bar.

I'hc way in which opposite plates articulate

pcrrudially is not clear. Theie is no evidence for

one series having over ridden the other or foi

overlapping of alternate plates Ihe permdial

edge ot anihulacral plates is thin and mi tongue

and groove structure could be identified. As the

perradial line is virtually straight the ambulactal

plates mav simply have abutted along a narrow

lace.

In juvenile specimens, or towards the arm tips,

the ambulacra] plates become less sirongly im
biicale and more squarish in onilme wtih ;| less

pronounced transverse bar (Figs 40D,49 C).

Aetafflbtd&crals. Ossicles that articulate onto
ihe ambulactal

|
Mooring

)
ptales aie called adam-

buhicrals in asteroids and lateral arm plates in

ophiurotds. As both structures are homologous
we choose to refei lo such plates as adam-
bulacrals, In An begona&ter the adambulacrais

have a complex form, best understood by ex-

amining the camera lucida drawings that show
die plate in different orientations (Fig. 42 1. The
ossicle is 1. shaped in side view and more ir-

regular ill adradial (i.e. Ihe face thai articulates

with the ambulacra] plate) and abradial (i.e. dis-

tal to the articulation facet) aspects. The ossicle

hus a laterally flattened shaft, articulating onto

the ambulacral plate ai its base, a swollen head
and a lateially tlatlened abradial projection

which articulates sviih the first virgal distally (the

\ irgal projection). Short ( I mm) spines attach to

ihe head (Ftg. 4IA) The proximal lace ol the

shah has a median ridge tunning up the length of

the shaft (Fig. 42a\>. There is a clearly defined

pit on the adradia I side ol this ridge towards the

head of the shall. This is presumably a muscle
pit. The abradial edge oi the shaft may have a

small projection ot Mange beneath the mam
abradial projection, but only in larger o&srii

close 16 the mouth. It is laterally flattened but

\k-\u\- achieves the size oi the virgal projection.

The virgal projection is square-ended and com-
pressed in the proximal/distal plane. It has a

smoothly rounded distal face but Ls Hatter or

slightly concave on its proximal face and hi

shallowr grooves. The upper edge ol the virgal

projection is a well-defined run in larger ossicles

and this is separated from the median ridge of the

shaft by a clear notch The-dtsial face has ;i

prominent tlaitish platform forming the head.

The upper (adoral) face of this platform caxri I

or 7 spines. The spines are IflfrgfifH Oil the

proximal end and decrease in si/c significantly

towards die distal end i, i e towards the virgal

projection). In oral view the spines sit in slight

I -Mi.
J'~ k \>oiutota pentagtvtus Spevicer, Uanvirn of Osfk. Czechoslovakia A B, NM EH30. A, oral. B,

iboi'Ol i

|1 i
i^-is whitCited Willi ammonium ihloridi •aihlimai.
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depressions, the largest being proximal at the

heel of the L-shaped plate.

Towards the mouth, the adambulacral ossicles

become more slender and elongate along both

the shaft and the virgal projection, while towards

the arm tips the adambulacrals are much more
block-like, with hardly any shaft or virgal projec-

tion. In the outer part of the ambulacra these

adambulacrals attach directly to the marginal

ossicles.

Interradiatplating. The interradial zone, lying

between the adambulacrals of the ambulacra and

the marginal ring, is a complex, plated surface

and commonly disrupted by post-mortem decay.

Towards the tips of the ambulacra interradial

plating is absent and the adambulacrals attach

directly to the marginal ossicles (Figs 43C, 49C).

At the interradius plating is also absent, leaving

wedge-shaped uncalcified zones (Figs 37, 38A-
D,43A,B). In between these two regions the

adambulacrals are connected to the marginal os-

sicles via one or more slender rod-shaped plates

termed virgals (Fig. 43). The number of virgals

in a row increases towards the centre as the

interradial space becomes broader. The first vir-

gal attaches to the abradial projection on the

lateral arm plate (Figs 43C, 45, 46) and is verti-

cally orientated with slightly expanded ends. The
distal face is smoothly rounded, with a central

ridge that is continuous with a corresponding

ridge on the lateral arm plate. The proximal face

is Oat or slightly concave and has spoon-shaped

depressions at each end, possibly the site of

muscle attachment (Fig. 44). The ends of the

plate are flat suture faces. Up to 5 other virgals

are present in the row (Fig. 46). These are

generally similar in shape but some may fork

abradially and the lower edge is often stepped

(Fig. 44B). Those plates that fork show a double

suture at one end and the ridge on the distal face

also branches. Some plates have their plane of

flattening rotated between adradial and abradial

ends.

The rows of vertically elongate virgals are

separated by rows of intervirgal plates (Figs 38E,

39F. 41CD, 43C, 45, 46). These are more ir-

regular in shape, some cross-shaped with four

sutural faces. Where virgals are well preserved

there is always an aboral set of plates that attach

to the inner edge of the virgal row (Fig. 45). The

first of these also attaches to the abradial edge of

the lateral arm plate (Figs 41 C, 45 A). In the best

preserved specimens (Fig. 39E,F) these plates

form an almost complete covering to the inter-

radial regions. There is a suggestion that the

virgals form vertical ribs with the intervirgals

lying flatter in the spaces in between. However,

it is possible that the intervirgals are only con-

nected to one side of the virgals and do not link

adjacent virgal rows.

Mouth frame plates. The 3 most adoral am-
bulacral plates in each column are modified in

Archegonaster into a jaw. Although a few
specimens show large gaps down the perradial

line of ambulacra (buccal slits of Spencer, 1951),

this we interpret as post-mortem artefact. In well-

preserved individuals only the first 2 ambulacral

plates are completely separated from one another

at the perradius (Figs 37, 38A). The first am-
bulacral plate lies interradially and is elongate

radially (Fig. 47D). It is always paired with the

corresponding plate from the adjacent am-
bulacrum and is the most highly modified of the

ambulacral plates. The second plate is stouter,

more cylindrical and is set obliquely to both the

first and the third and subsequent ambulacral

plates. The third ambulacral plate is only slightly

modified from the remaining ambulacral plates

in that it has a stout proximal end. Opposing third

ambulacrals meet along the perradius in life.

The first ambulacrals. or mouth angle plates,

are flattish plates that abut interradially along

their aboral edge (Fig. 47A). The aboral face is

crossed by 2 grooves. The more proximal groove

is clearly marked and Vs towards the interradius.

This, by comparison with the jaws of Recent

ophiuroids, is the site of the circum-oral nerve

ring. There is a strong projection immediately

distal to the nerve ring groove and a shallower

groove distal to this projection, which marks the

site of the circum-oesophageal water vessel ring.

The distal portion of the aboral face is a ledge

and the groove for the water vascular ring runs

obliquely away from the interradius along the

edge of this.

In lateral view the interradial face (Fig. 47A?)
has a broad, relatively flat platform distally and

a zone of pits and transverse bars proximally.

This pitted zone is presumably the site of inser-

tion of muscle or ligament that binds the pairs of

Fig. 38. Archegonasterpentagonus Spencer, Llanvirn of Osek, Czechoslovakia. A.B, NM 41/83, x2. A, oral. B,

aboral. C,D, NM 42/83. x2. C. oral. D. aboral, E, NM LI 0446. one ambulacrum showing ambulacrals,

adambulacrals. virgals. intervirgals and marginals, x7. Latex casts whitened with ammonium chloride sub-

limate.
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plates together inicmiclially. The platform is bar is smooth, uniformly convex and set oblique

smooth and isan abutment surface. Theproximal to the aboral face. The perradial face in lateral

imbrication
surface

podtal

basin

notch for water

vascular branch

podial basin

adambulacral
articulation face

Fiti. 40. Arehegonaster peniagoma Spencer Llanvirn of Osek, Czechoslovakia. Camera lucida drawings of

ambulacra! plates. A, oral face of three plates, ami lip towards bottom (slightly restored from NM L10149). EL

aboral face of 3 plates, arm tip towards bottom (slightly restored from NM L 10438). C. abradutl face of one

plate arm tip towards right ( from NM L 1 0464). D. aboral face of" 5 plates towards the arm tip. arm tip towards

me left (based on NM L35050). Scale bar= 1 mm.

FlG. 39. Arehegonasterpentagonus Spencer. Llanvirn of Osek. Czechoslovakia. A-C. NM LI 0434. A, detail of

ambulacra! and adambulacral plates in oral view. %3.5, B. general view. \2. C. madreporite plate. \5. D. NM
L10435, ambulacra with adambulacrals, x4. H.F. NM LI 0143, x2. F, oral. F, aboral (note inierradial plating).

G.NM L25454, lateral view of ambulacrals, aboral surface uppermost, with adambulacra and intcrradial plating.

x3. Latex casts whitened with ammonium chloride sublimate.
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view flrig. 47Ai | has part of a podial basin dis-

lally and a thickened semi-cylindrical bar

proximally, Tins proximal bar is smooth and
uniformly convex. No spines were seen attaching

to this proximal edge, but the plate could only be

studied where the proximal plules had been dis-

rupted and presumably mouth spines may easily

have been dislodged or lost.

virga
projection

primary
spine pit

ambulacral
articulation face

Ik.. 42. An }if\><f/)its:ct pemagtmiLS Spencer; Llaiium of Ose-k, Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings t>l

adambulacra. A. Uncial vjev* pi prbXimal Pace (KM L10438), B. lateral view ol distal face fNM Li0434] (

outci toratj Face(NMLl(H35).D.adradial jajee(NMi 10435) E. inner (aboral) faee (NM I 10150). Scale ban

= I mm ami all to same scale.

FlG. A I . AtYhc^inhtsUrfx'niii^ivius Spencer. Llanvim ol'Osek, Czechoslovakia, A. NM LI 0438, ahoral \ IcV

ol aji ambulacrum wiih <econd Ambulacra! aj the top. Note the adamhulacral.s seen iu lateral view. \6. B. I),

! N M I 10537. B, nraJ face o\ m. *3. D. same enlarged lo show virgals and iniervirgah x5. h. ttdorol

ins of two ambulaw > in >i •
. *3. C KM 43/83

i

' n ii ta pi g in one arm, %}. Lare*

whitened with ammonium chloride sublimate.
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T

F}GA3ArchegoMsterpentag0nusSpexicer,LlmvimGfOs6k*CztthQ
specimen showing the interradial gap in plating, x2. A, oral surface. B, aboral surface. C, NM LI 0069, one

arm showing ambulacrals, adjacent adambulacrals and complex interradial plating, x5.5. Latex casts whitened

with ammonium chloride sublimate.

The second ambulacral plate is slightly

pinched about one third of the distance from the

proximal end (Fig. 47B, C). It carries two half

podial basins on its perradial side separated by
an oblique ridge. The smaller proximal basin

faces laterally while the larger distal basin faces

more adorally. The proximal half podial basin

fits against the half podial basin on the distal end
of the first ambulacral to create a completely

enclosed basin. There is a broad distal tongue

that imbricates with the third ambulacral plate.

The interradial face is smooth and cylindrical.

There is a small lateral arm plate that attaches to

the transverse bar.

The third ambulacral plate resembles more
distal ambulacral plates except that it has a much
larger proximal end with a prominent raised rim

abradially marking the limit of overlap of the

second ambulacral plate (Fig. 47C, D).

Madreporite and stone canal. The madreporite

is seen in a number of specimens (Figs 37A, 38B,

39B,C, 4 ID). It is a large button-shaped ossicle,

circular in outline, situated in one of the interrays

close to the mouth. Because the madreporite is

not part of a tesselate surface and has often

collapsed after death, Spencer (1951) was not

sure whether it was aboral or oral in position.

However, 1 I specimens in which the

madreporite can be seen show the central part of

the disc with ambulacra undistorted and all five

ambulacra facing the same direction. In all 1

1

specimens the madreporite lies with its outer

surface facing aborally and so we conclude that

the madreporite lay on the aboral surface. The
outer face of the madreporite is ornamented with

a series of branching grooves radiating from the

centre (Fig. 48A). The inner face is more domed
and is smooth (Fig. 48B). Towards the centre

there is a scroll- shaped perforation which marks

the site of attachment for the stone canal.

The stone canal is best seen in NM L 10150 and

LI 0438, but is present in other specimens also.

It is a tube built up of a single series of stacked

cylindrical ossicles. These ossicles are oval in

outline and show a U-shaped outer calcitic

sheath surrounding an anchor-shaped core (Fig.
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Ra 44. Art kegonaster pentagonus Spencer. Llanvirn ot Osek, Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings of

Lnterradia] elements; A. NM LI0438, two first virgals. B, NM LI0457, two first virgals (v) and ^n intervirgal

(iv) in pan and counterpart view. Scalebar = I mrmall lo same scale.

Fk.. 45. Art'hemonaster p$nteigonus Spencer, Llanvirn ot Osek. Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings n|

interradial plating. A. NM 43/S3. B, NM L10446. C, NM L43I83. ad = adambulacra! plate, vi. V2, v* = first

second and third virgal plates, iv = intervirgal plate, m = marginal. Scale bar= I mm.
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: 30:

Fig. 46. Archegonaster pentagonus Spencer, NM
L10450, Llanvirn of Osek, Czechoslovakia, camera
lucida drawing of one half of an arm from the second

ambulacral to the ninth showing relatively undisrupted

interradial plate arrangement. am2-8 = ambulacrals 2

to 8, ad2-9 = adambulacrals 2 to 9. V2-9 = virgals

forming row from adambulacrals 2 to 9 (successive

virgals are labelled as i, ii, iii, iv. v). IV = intervirgal

plates.

48C). A scroll-shaped cavity runs through each

ossicle.

Marginals. The complete rim of stout mar-

ginal ossicles (Figs 37, 38) is formed by cylindri-

cal ossicles that abut along smooth, slightly

concave lateral faces (Fig. 50 ). Three specimens

of disarticulated Archegonaster plates from a

slightly higher horizon (D 72 of Zbytky hvesdic.

Sarka) have a crenulate rim to the lateral faces of

marginal ossicles and may represent a separate

species. The marginals are largest interradially

and decrease in size towards the arm tips (Fig.

49A,D). They are slightly triangular in cross-sec-

tion, with the two longer and slightly flatter faces

being the external aboral and oral faces. These
faces, in large ossicles, have a narrow smooth
border and bear a distinct, but fine, pitted orna-

ment (Figs 49A, 50). The inner face is more
rounded and lacks the pitted ornamentation.

There is a distinct ledge on the aboral face mark-
ing the boundary between inner and outer faces.

Some ossicles are distinctly saddle-shaped. The
inner face usually has small projecting facets that

are rounded or vertically elongate (Figs 38E.

43C, 50). There is usually a single facet to each

marginal ossicle, but occasional ossicles may
bear two. The most interradial 5 or so ossicles

lack facets (Fig. 49A). These facets are the at-

tachment points for the tnterambulacral skeleton.

The 17-27 marginal ossicles from the inter-

radius to the arm tip, indicate that there were

some 170-270 marginal ossicles in the complete
ring. The marginals diminish in size markedly
towards the tips of the arms, where they become
almost U-shaped in cross- section with a slightly

concave inner face. In the outer part of the arm
the marginals sheath the ambulacral sroove (Fi^s

49B,C, 50D).
Aboral surface. Aboral plating is composed of

small (c. 0.05 mm diameter) granular plates,

closely packed together. In one specimen this

tegmen coals the entire surface and is wrinkled,

showing that it was flexible (Fig. 49C). It ends at

the small ledge on the aboral face of marginal

FlG. 47. Archegonasterpentagonus Spencer, Llanvirn

of Osek, Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings of

proximal ambulacral plating. A, first ambulacral (=

mouth angle plate). Ai, pcrradial face. A2, interradial

face. A3, aboral face (two adjacent plates abutting,

slightly restored) drawn from NM L10149 and
L10150). B, second ambulacral plate in perradial

view (NM LI 0476). C, second and third ambulacrals

in interradial view (NM 41/83). D, proximal am-
bulacral plates in NM EH30, plating slightly dis-

rupted. Scale bars = 1 mm.
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Fig. 48. Archegonaster pentagonus Spencer, Llanvirn of Osek, Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings. A,

exterior of madreporite plate (NM L 10434). B, interior of madreporite plate: note the scroll-shaped perforation

(NM L 10444). C, end view of a single barrel-shaped ossicle of the stone canal (NM L10438). Scale bar = 1

ossicles marking the boundary between the

pitted ornament of the external surface and the

smooth internal surface.

Remarks
Archegonaster was described by Spencer

(1951) but, because all the material was
preserved as moulds and high quality latex casts

were unavailable to Spencer, the description is

inadequate in many respects. Spencer, for ex-

ample, believed that the virgals formed a single

series and that they were developed only towards

the arm tips.

Archegonaster is considerably derived in com-
parison to any known Cambrian echinoderm and

shows several characteristics that link it to

ophiuroids and asteroids in particular. There is a

madreporite and stone canal. The aboral position

of this madreporite suggests that Archegonaster

lived with its mouth facing the substratum, since

the madreporite would need to be clear of sedi-

ment to function efficiently. It also has adam-
bulacrals that articulate onto transverse bars

from the ambulacrals and which carry spines.

The most proximal ambulacral plates are

modified into a jaw and the ambulacral tips ex-

tend outwards as arms, though still bound within

the marginal frame.

However, it remains relatively primitive in

comparison to ophiuroids. The radial water ves-

sel is not enclosed and the ambulacral plates, at

least proximally, are strongly imbricate. The
adambulacrals attach directly to the marginals or

via a series of interradial plates and the oral

surface is bounded by a well-developed marginal

frame. Spencer (1951) believed that Ar-

chegonaster was the most derived of his

som'asteroids (largely because it was slightly

younger than Villebrunaster and Chinianaster),

but both Villebrunaster and Chinianaster have

enclosed radial water vessels and reduced mar-

ginal ossicles and are thus morphologically

closer to ophiuroids than Archegonaster. The
plate arrangement towards the tips of the arms of

Archegonaster resembles that of asteroids, with

the adambulacrals attaching directly on to the

marginals, both marginals and adambulacrals

being stout, block-like ossicles.

The imbricate ambulacrals are peculiar; no
Cambrian edrioasteroid has such strongly imbri-

cate plating, although limited imbrication is

present in all. Nor do any of the Ordovician

asteroids or ophiuroids have a comparable arran-

gement. However, the ambulacral plates towards

the arm tip in Archegonaster strongly resemble

ambulacral plates in Cambrian edrioasteroids

such as Cambraster walcotti (Smith, 1986, text-

fig.7). Imbrication is best developed towards the

mouth and is least developed towards the arm
tips, thus allowing greatest flexibility of shape

towards the centre of the disc. This may be

associated with the adoption of a macrophagous
diet.

Mouthframe plating. The structure of the am-
bulacra closest to the mouth is particularly

revealing when considering the origins and
homologies of the ophiuroid jaw. However, con-

flicting nomenclature and concepts of homology
are to be found in the literature and it seems
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Fig. 49. Archegom&ter petitagonus Spencer, Llanvirn of Osek. Czechoslovakia. A, NM L25I72. one arm in

aboral aspect. x3. B. NM L10462, two arms towards their tips in oral aspect, x8. C, NM L35050, one arm in

aboral aspect. x5: note the aboral integument of granules which is wrinkled towards the base of the arm. D.

unnumbered specimen in the Narodni Museum showing the tapering amis: note that the disc is folded over
upon itself, x2.5.
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virgal

facet

intervirgal

FIG. 50. Archegonasxer pentagonus Spencer, Llanvirn of Osek, Czechoslovakia, camera lucida drawings of

marginal ossicles. A1-4, Aboral, oral, internal and lateral aspects of a large marginal of the central part of the

disc (drawn from NM LI 01 50, LI 3228 and LI 0438). B1-3, internal, external and lateral aspects of a marginal

towards the arm tips (drawn from NM L10462). C, marginal with virgal attached (NM L13228). D, distal tip

of an arm in oral aspect showing how the marginals protect the ambulacra] groove (NM L10462). Scale bar =

I mm.

advisable to correct this in the interests of unifor-

mity for future descriptions.

Spencer (1914, p. 29; 1925, p. 263) believed

that the most proximal set of 10 plates in the

ophiuroid mouth frame were interradial in origin

and therefore modified interambulacral plates

rather than ambulacral plates. These most
proximal elements he named 'mouth angle

plates'. In his scheme the second plates of the

ophiuroid jaw. distal to each mouth angle plate

were the first of the ambulacral plates and, ac-

cordingly, he termed these plates 'ambulacral 1
'.

This nomenclature has been followed by many
subsequent authors and was reinforced in the

Treatise by Spencer & Wright (1966). despite

their acknowledgement (Spencer & Wright
1966, pp. 13,14,29) that the mouth angle plate is

part of the ambulacral series. Fell (1963) af-

firmed the ambulacral origin of the mouth angle

plates and Bjork et al. ( 1968) went so far as to

denote the plate behind the mouth angle plate

(which Spencer (1925) and Spencer & Wright

(1966) referred to as ambulacral 1) as ambulacral

2. However, Kesling & Vasseur (1971, fig. 8)

reverted to Spencer's terminology, and the

Treatise terminology (Spencer & Wright, 1966)

has become standard over the last 20 years.

Such terminology contradicts the origins and
homology of the mouth plates and ought to be
abandoned. We therefore advocate, and hence-

forth use, the following set of terms: the most
proximal plate of each ambulacral column,
situated interradially will be the 'first

ambulacral' or 'mouth angle plate'; the succeed-

ing plate is the 'second ambulacral' and sub-

sequent ambulacral plates are denoted
accordingly as ambulacrals 3, 4, etc.
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The first ambulacral bears the anterior half of
a podial basin in Archegonaster (Fig. 47) and a

slight depression from the aboral water vascular

ring canal marks the position ofthe lateral branch
leading to this podial basin. We interpret this

groove as the site of a branch of the water vas-

cular system leading to the first tube foot in that

podial basin. The position of this branch leaves

it vulnerable to damage from larger particles that

were ingested. Evolution led to enclosure of that

branch of the water vascular system, giving

greater protection, and this condition is found in

most subsequent ophiuroids. Similar enclosure

of a canal in the second ambulacral would lead

to the arrangement that is found in Lapworthura
miltoni (Salter), for example (Spencer, 1925, Fig.

191). Likewise in each arm segment the passage

connecting each podial basin with the radial

water vessel, which in Archegonaster appears as

a notch, is ultimately enclosed within the am-
bulacral plate. In Lapworthura the opening of the

canal leading from the water vascular canal to the

first podial basin has shifted onto the second

ambulacral and thus pierces through two plates.

As the first and second ambulacrals are closely

fixed together, passage of this canal from one
plate into the other would pose little problem.

The situation in post-Palaeozoic ophiuroids and

in Palaeozoic euryalinids is for there to be a

single aboral pore in ambulacral two which
divides internally to feed both the first and
second podial basins. This is a derived condition

and cannot be used to argue that the second

ambulacral plate is a compound plate, as has

been done by Bjork etal. ( 1968). The general one
to one correspondence of podial basins to am-
bulacrals and adambulacrals to ambulacrals in

early forms such as Archegonaster, Eophiura

(pers. obs.; Spencer & Wright, 1966, fig. 70-1),

and Praedesura (pers. obs.; Spencer & Wright,

1966, fig. 23-3) among others, gives us con-

fidence that no ambulacrals are compound
plates. Only one element has not been identified

in these early forms and that is the adambulacral

element of the first ambulacral. We believe that

the torus that abuts the proximal end of am-
bulacral 1 represents the modified adambulacral

1. On this interpretation the spines on the torus

would be the modified lateral spines of the adam-
bulacral. It is not difficult to envisage the most

proximal adambulacrals in primitive members
becoming modified for food manipulation in the

same way that the proximal tube feet became
modified into buccal tentacles. Although most
ophiuroids have 5 torus plates, one for each pair

of interradially joined first ambulacrals, several

do have 10 plates, one for each first ambulacral

(e.g. Spencer, 1925, fig. 188C). Although the

situation in Archegonaster remains unclear, we
believe that the primitive condition is for there to

be ten torus plates bearing mouth spines.

Structural and functional specialization of the

more proximal elements around the mouth were
undoubtedly associated with the change from
suspension to deposit feeding. In suspension

feeding a fixed mouth frame gives strength and
rigidity, but for deposit feeding flexibility of the

mouth is essential. The proximal ambulacrals

thus became very different in appearance to more
distal arm plates. Significantly the homologies
that we propose allow for the development of the

ophiuroid jaw from the simple ambulacral and
adambulacral series through only a few steps,

each relating to specific functional needs. We do
not need to invoke the loss or gain of any plate,

nor any compounding of plates. Furthermore it

gains support from the most recent embryologi-

cal work of Hendler (1978) who has also argued

for the ambulacral origin of the mouth angle

plates in living ophiuroids.

The most proximal elements (ambulacra 1 ) are

highly modified in shape and carry a groove for

the circum-oesophageal ring nerve and water

vascular ring. Their general shape and soft tissue

associations leave no doubt that they are

homologous to the mouth angle plates of
ophiuroids. In Archegonaster ihcsz plates are in

direct continuity with other ambulacrals and

carry a partial podial basin towards the posterior

which is shared with the next ambulacral plate.

Spencer ( 1 925) thought that the first plates in the

ophiuroid jaw were modified adambulacrals,

since the First podial basin is found on the second

of the jaw plates and the adambulacrals are in

direct alignment with the first jaw plates (mouth
angle plates). That the mouth angle plates cannot

be modified adambulacrals of the so-called 'first

ambulacrals
1
is further reinforced by the fact that

these plates bear a small adambulacral in Ar-

chegonaster discrete from the mouth angle

plates.

Mouth angle plates of Archegonaster are

similar to those of primitive ophiuroids such as

Eophiura in lying in the same plane as the rest of

the ambulacrals. In later ophiuroids the second

ambulacral plates are highly modified and
project aborally over the third ambulacrals.

However, the basic pattern of having the first

ambulacral plates interradial in position and the

second ambulacral plates set oblique to both the
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proximal elements and the rcxi of the ambulacra,

is common to both Archegwtaster and all

ophiuroids.

I'he connection between /\rchvmonaster Will

asteroids is less clear-cut. Unquestionable Or-
dovieian asteroids (viz. Platann.sd-i ) differ hum
ArcfiL'x<>na\f<'r in having hloek-like ambulaci al:-.

that I irmly abut, but have a comparable arrange

mcniofplatcsaiound the mouth. As noted above,

the ossicles become much more blocfc-likc dis-

tully alojlg the amis in An luyjwasia and the

radial water vessel is noi enclosed, as in all

asteroids. The marginal ossides are probably

directly homologous with the marginals 01 sub

rrUWgirtali Of Ordoviuan asteroids, and Conns
such as Pi'inistcr have prominent bidck-likc

marginals framing the oral face.

Antecedents ol ArchtgOHQSter are still un-

clear. Although ArchtgOBaster is morphologi-
cally primitive in comparison 10 asteroid* and
ophiuroids considerable differences remain be-

lween it and any known cdriaasterauL However,
despite the limited evidence with which CO Ef» ;

the Cambrian antecedents o\ An he^cfia.srcr,

we take the pragmatic view that, amongst known
forms, every laxon has another thai is its closest

known relative. The stout marginal ring fram-

ing il n- body and the projection ofamhulacral tips

onio the marginal ring of Archtftohaster are

suggestive of either CamhraSter 01 Ettri'ndi&Ctito

1 lowevei
, both ol these genera have a peripheral

skirl of platelets and i\n oral periproct, neither nj

which is fount) in An ///'.vtfAWWr, The mouth
plating in Archtgontftttr was flexible and
presumably under niusciilai control, whereas
CunthniMcrhixs a fixed mouth frame ol 5 large

inierradial elements that represent fused first am-
buhicrul plates from adjacent ambulacra. The
mouth frame of Edriodisi-us is unknown, but

'.Menially tcsemhles thai of StI'OWiatOCyStilts

which consists of the 10 most proximal am
hUiacml plates (Smith, 1986). Since we 6o nol

believe thai (he flexible mouth plating of ,1/-

vhegawister, comprisirtg the most proximal 10
ambulacral ossicles r, likely to be derived

from a form in which proximal ambulacraJs
have become fused and modified mio 5 large

inteiTudial elements, a Cambium ednoasleroid
with unfused proximal ambulacrals seems the

most plausible antecedent to Atchc^nmjMft

Hfld Us descendenls. Thus current evidence
vims to i_ihiodi\ctt\ as the closesi known rela-

tive ol Anhc^o/histcr amongst Cambrian
eehinodcrms. We predict that furthei inter-

mediates between ediina steroids and Ac-

\a$ter will be round hi the Middle and
Late Cambrian.

GiiNERAL DISCUSSION

PHYLOGBKrV

There are live principal echinoderm group-- in

the Ordovician whose ancestry lies Iti the

Cambrian ednoasteroids. namely edrioas4erids.

isorophids. rhenopyrgids plus Lyathocysiid ..

edrioblastoids and ArchegonjustermA its deriva-

tives (including both asteroids and ophiuroids).

Smith (1986) presented a cladislic analysis ol a

number of Ihese groups but specifically excluded

Arrkegonaster and its relatives, which had not at

that point been studied. In this paper wc have

accumulated more evidence about the morphol-
ogy of primitive edrioasteroids and added a num
ber of new tax a, as well as docurnenbng the

morphology of Archcgormster. It is therefore

appropriate to reaualyse edrioastcnad iclaiion-

ships m the lighl of this new information.

A data matrix was assembled < Fig. 5
1 ; Tabic

I ) based on as much morphological information

us in Currently available. Tins was then subjected

to a computer parsimony analysis using Hen-
nigSbtl arns. 10XX). All characters were treated

i -ordered and dtfHpioMre/riu was used to root

(he tree, A total ol LOS equally parsimonious
trees were found ol length 32 and consistency

index 62 (Fig. 5 I I.

Siraiigrapfnca! occurrence data lor relevant

early Palaeozoic eleuthero/oan taxa (Fig. 52)

include all Cambrian edrioasteroids and the ear

best occurrences of all major post-Cambrian

i
K utherozoan lineages. By combining the

cladislic analysis wilh stratigraphical data wc
anivc at the best corroborated cvoluiionarv tree

CFig.53),

The origins of ednoasteroids may be traced

back lo (he recently described latepre-Cambrian
Aikanui (Gchling. 1988) from the Found Sub-
group iRawusley CHiart/iici of South Australia.

Arkanta is still poorly known, and we l\o noi

even know whether il had a blind gut or an anus.

However, ri shows more resemblance to

Cambrian edrioasteroids than to any known
ertiacnntn species and we tentatively accept it as

an early echinoderm and the oldest known pen-

laradiate specie-,. The Cambrian fauna is better

known and Paul & Smith (1984) suggested that

Catnpiostmmu represented an intermediate stage

bridging the morphological gap between pcl-

maiozoiHi* such as Kh s and
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eleutherozoans such as Stromatocystites. Pel-

matozoans and eleutherozoans were already dif-

ferentiated by the late Lower Cambrian.

Our cladistic analysis suggests that
Stromatocystites represents a generalised
eleutherozoan and that the origins of later

eleutherozoan groups ean be traced back to it.

There are several species currently included in

the genus which is probably paraphyletic. We
recognise two distinct lineages originating

within Stromatocystites. From S. pentangularis

one lineage gave rise to Totiglobus, Totiglobus
has internal struts on aboral plates that Bell &
Sprinkle (1978) interpreted as an attachment

device. Such struts are also found in

Stromatocystites pentangularis and S. reduncus.

where they are better developed. Two important

differences distinguish Totiglobus from
Stromatocystites, the structure of the oral frame

and the enlargement of the oral surface relative

to the aboral surface. Whereas Stromatocystites

has an oral frame formed from the 10 most
proximal ambulacra] ossicles Totiglobus and its

relatives have an oral frame of 5 large interradial

elements. This character is also seen in the Late

Cambrian edrioblastoid Cambroblasfus as well

as in the Ordovician and younger Cyathocystida

(i.e. Cyathocystidae and Rhenopyrgidae). The
late Middle Cambrian 'Totiglobus' Ifoycli

Sprinkle (1985) has a similarly shaped Ihecabut

the aboral portion of the theca appears in side

view and, although broken off, could be inter-

preted as forming a short peduncle of sub-tesse-

late plates. In the slightly younger
Camhroblastus the aboral surface has been
greatly expanded into a polyplated stalk and this

lineage continued into the Ordovician to give rise

to the edrioblastoid Astrocystites. Cambroblas-
fus is essentially the body of Totiglobus raised on
a stalk.

Because cyathocystids have an elongate,

stalk-like aboral surface and because they have

reduced their flooring plates to a single large

deltoid lying interradially (Bockelie & Paul,

1983), we believe that they represent a sister

group to Camhroblastus and later edrioblastoids.

Rhenopyrgids probably have a similar reduction

in ambulacral flooring plates, to judge from ex-

ternal plating, but the precise arrangement has

never been described. They differ from
cyathocystids in having a polyplated, imbricate

aboral surface rather than a single massive turret

that is a single calcite crystal. We therefore agree

with Bell (1980) and Bockelie & Paul (1983) in

suggesting that cyathocystids represent a distinct

line ofdescent from isorophids and edrioasterids.

and are more closely related to edrioblastoids.

However, we also include rhenopyrgids within

this group because of their aboral stalk pending
confirmation of their ambulacral flooring plate

arrangement.

Another group with an aboral attachment disc

and with an expanded oral surface relative to the

aboral surface includes Walcottidiscus and its

descendents the edrioasterids. These we believe

represent a separate line of descent from a

Totiglobus-Ukc ancestor. In this lineage the

aboral surface became uncalcified. The origin of

isorophids remains problematic, but Hadrodis-

cus may represent an intermediate morphology
between edrioasterid-like forms and later

isorophids. Hadrodiscus still retains large del-

toid-like oral frame plates that lie interradially

and may have had biserial flooring plates, al-

though in external appearance it has a peripheral

rim and the flattened streamlined appearance o\~

an isorophid. The peripheral rim plates in

isorophids appear not to be homologous with the

peripheral ring in forms such as Edriodiscus, to

judge from the cladistic analysis. They certainly

appear rather different; in Edriodiscus the mar-
ginals are stout, barrel-shaped ossicles that abut.

whereas in isorophids the marginals are thin im-

bricate plates that overlap. However, there

remains the possibility that isorophids were
derived from a more disc-like form such as

Cambraster.

Stromatocystites walcotii, from the Lower
Cambrian, appears different from other

Stromatocystites spp. in being flat and disc-like,

with slightly differentiated marginal ossicles.

This disc-like form and rather flat, simple am-
bulacral ossicles are also seen in the early Middle
Cambrian Edriodiscus. As argued above, we
believe that Edriodiscus is the sister group to

Archegonaster and thus a possible precursor to

the major post-Cambrian eleutherozoan groups
of asteroids and ophiuroids.

The position of Cambraster is problematic

because it shows a mixture of characteristics. On
the one hand it has an oral frame composed of 5

large interradially positioned flooring plates

(Smith, 1986) which link it to the Totiglobus

group. On the other hand it has a virtually iden-

tical peripheral ring and body form to Edriodis-
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Fig. 5 1 . Character matrix and cladogram for Cambrian edrioasteroids and related taxa. Characters 1 - 16 are listed
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squares and triangles indicate different character slates). ? = character state unknown.

vus. For the moment we have accepted its place-

ment as shown in the cladogram (Fig. 5 1 ), pend-

ing further information.

Ecological Diversification

Having examined the phylogenctic relation-

ships of the major cdrioasteroid groups we can

now consider the palaeobiological significance

of the various evolutionary changes that oc-

curred. We trace edrioasteroids back to the

Lower Cambrian Caniptosiroma, which lies

close to the latest common ancestor of pel-

matozoan and elcuthcrozoan echinoderms (Paul

& Smith, 1984, Smith, 1988b). Caniptosiroma

has a broad, conical aboral surface that was con-

tractile and it lived with its pointed base inserted

into unconsolidated sediment. It was a sedentary

suspension feeder using its curved ambulacra to

collect food particles which were then passed to

the mouth along the food grooves.

Most later groups specialised for attachment to

firm or hard substrata and were thus able lo

colonize higher energy environments and
presumably gained access to a richer food

source. The evolution of attachment in

edrioasteroids is thus seen as a direct adapta-

tion for resisting dislodgemcnt in currents. The
earliest forms (Stromatocystites) retained a fully

plated aboral surface which was modified into an

attachment pad. They were certainly not per-

manently attached to a substratum but probably

used their aboral surface to adhere to firm

sedimentary bottoms. No Stromatocystites is

known to be attached to any form of hard sub-

stratum, such as a shell and they appear to have

been low level suspension feeders living in
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Primitive Derived

1. Thecal plating multilayered Thecal plating 1 layer only

2. Imbricate aboral plating Aboral plating a tcsselate pavement

3. Conical base (•) flat () aboral stalk

4. Ambulacra curved Ambulacra straight

5. Epispircs present Epispircs lost

6. Aboral surface fully plated Aboral surface partially or completely uncalcified

7. Oral surface weakly domed Oral surface strongly inflated

8.

9.

Cover plates a multiplatcd skirt

Mouth frame of 1 ambulacral plates

(•) Cover plates of large primaries plus small secondaries

() Cover plates large, with intrathecal portion

Mouth frame of

(•) five fused interradially positioned elements

() five radial elements that are not flooring plates.

()five umserial flooring plates

10.

11.

Anal opening a cone of lath-shaped plates

No peripheral rim of plates

(•)AnaI opening a periproct of small platelets

()anal opening aboral or lost

Peripheral rim plates

12. Marginals absent (•) marginal ring of large imbricaie plates

() marginal ring of stout block -like ossicles

13. Flooring plates of S, pentangularis type Flooring plates of (•) S. walcotti type

() isorophid type.

14. Ambulacra restricted to oral surface Ambulacra extend through marginal rim

15. Marginals Marginals inlergral part of both oral and aboral surfaces.

16. No internal ribbing on aboral surface Internal ribbing developed

TABLE 1. Characters used in the phylogenelic analysis of early Palaeozoic eleutherozoans (autapomorphies

ommitted).

moderately protected environments.
Edrioasterids, from Walcottidiscus onwards,
continued in this mode of life but became uncal-

cified over the central part of their aboral surface,

presumably to improve adhesion.

From this basic attachment style there

developed 4 specialised offshoots. Firstly,

Toiiglobus evolved towards becoming a higher

level suspension feeder by reducing its aboral

attachment pad and expanding its oral, food-

gathering area into a globular surface. Attach-

ment remained identical to that in Stromatocys-

riles and we do not believe that Totiglobus was

capable of resisting strong currents. Secondly,

isorophids became much more streamlined in

profile, with a well-developed peripheral rim of
plates to strengthen the theca. Isorophids have

completely uncalcified aboral surfaces and are

generally found attached to hardgrounds or

shells. They thus lived limpet-like in areas ol

relatively strong current activity and were able to

invade many shallow water habitats previously

unavailable to edrioasteroids. Thirdly,
cyathocystids evolved even more secure attach-

ment by cementing themselves to hardgrounds.

Their entire aboral surface became a single cal-
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known

cite tube which was firmly attached to a hard

substratum such as a shell. These forms must
have been particularly well adapted for life in

high energy regimes. Fourthly edrioblastoids

also evolved an aboral attachment disc and fixed

to hard substrata, though precisely how is still

unknown. Their aboral surface became trans-

formed into a stiff stalk which elevated the food

gathering area well above the substratum and
they represent the only edrioasteroids to become
relatively high-level suspension feeders.

Presumably they were adapted for habitats of

intermediate current strengths.

Two edrioasteroid lineages departed from the

attached mode of life to gain access to different

habitats. Rhenopyrgids became infaunal suspen-
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high-level suspension
feeder

permanently fixed to hard substratum

high-level

moderate -high energy
semi-permanent ly attached

to hard substratum

sessile epibenthic
suspension feeder

Arkarua
Archegonaster

Fig. 53. Ecological diversification of early Palaeozoic eleutherozoans.

sion feeders in mobile, unconsolidated sedi-

ments. Their aboral surface is modified into a

long, flexible and highly extensible peduncle

which terminates in a basal sac. This peduncle we
believe was inserted into the sediment so that

rhenopyrgids were firmly anchored. The
peduncle could then be used to retract the animal

into its burrow, in an analogous way to the

brachiopod Lingula, and was presumably adapted

for life in more mobile sedimentary substrata.

The other lineage to depart from attachment

includes the flattened disc-like forms

Cambraster and Edriodiscus. Both either lost, or

never evolved, an aboral attachment disc and

have simple aboral plating instead. They
presumably were low level suspension feeders in

protected habitats where attachment was un-

necessary. Both have a stout marginal frame to

strengthen the body. This line we believe gave

rise through inversion to the free-living forms

such as Archegonaster which were deposit

feeders living with their oral surface towards the

substratum. From them evolved the asteroids and

the opuroids.
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The Cambrian Diversification

As noted in the introduction, there are two
contrasting explanations as to why Upper
Cambrian echinoderms are uncommon. One ex-

planation is that evolutionary diversification oc-

curred in two phases, the first in the Lower and
Middle Cambrian and the second in the Or-

dovician (Sprinkle, 1980a, 1981; Campbell &
Marshall, 1987). The alternative explanation is

that diversification was continuous throughout

this period but that Upper Cambrian faunas were
rarely preserved (Smith, 1988). The two models
make very different predictions about the kinds

of Upper Cambrian echinoderms that should be

discovered. Under the two phase diversification

model. Upper Cambrian echinoderms are

numerically depauperate and were remnants of

the Middle Cambrian fauna which survive

through to the Early Ordovician, whereas, under

the continuous diversification model Upper
Cambrian echinoderms are expected to comprise

intermediate taxa linking Middle Cambrian and
Early Ordovician faunas.

Our collections from the Chatsworth Lime-
stone, described here, represent the best Upper
Cambrian echinoderm fauna so far reported. Al-

though the number of Upper Cambrian species is

small, they clearly bridge the gap between Mid-
dle Cambrian and Ordovician taxa. Ridersia is

intermediate between Gogia-Uke eocrinoids and
glyptocystitid rhombiferans, Hadrodiscus is in-

termediate between Stromatocystites-Ukc

edrioasteroids and lebetodiscid isorophids and
Cambroblastus is intermediate between
edrioasteroids and edrioblastoids. From this it

would appear that echinoderms continued to

diversify through the Upper Cambrian but have

simply not yet been discovered, due to presenta-

tional failure. We predict that many more groups

will be found to have an Upper Cambrian record

when suitable fossiliferous horizons are dis-

covered.
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